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Pachuta, Feineribaum, Among Those De~ied T~nure
by Joa nne Balta
Professors Pachuta and Feinenbaum of the Chemi stry and Math
Departments were recently
denied ten ure, this action , taken
by the Administration , is essentially the end of their careers at Kean
College.
Dr. Don Pac huta who has
taught here fo r the past five years
can see no reason why he was
dismissed. He feels "it is extremely unfair and I can't believe they
read my fi l es objective ly."
Pachuta received a unanimous
vot~ by the College Retention
Committee; this committee usualIv will recommend whether a
teacher should stay or not; and
fr.om his colleagues. He had no
idea he would be rejected.
Upon talking tQ Ruth Feigenbaum, who has also been here for
five years, she feels the same, " I
don' t know why the administration didn' t give me tenure and
they didn't give me any hint that I
wouldn't get it," she continued ,
" It came as a shock and a slap in
the face because I was getting a
lot of positive feedback from my
students."

Rather than being told personal-

ly by the Administrators and/or
Vice ·President Farris, the teachers
received a form letter which
Pachuta feels "was highly unprofessional. " This letter stated
that the professor "lacked definite
positive evidence of effective
teach ing and contribution to the
college." The professors feel they
deserve a little more than that and
a more specific explanation for
their deni al. They can't unde rstand how they can be dismissed
when they received so much
positive input from other sources.
Many students are upset with
the decision, of the Adminrstration , of these two professors in
particular. As one student, Andrew Berns states, "P.achuta is a
good man and the teatcher I' ve
had in all my years here and I
can't believe he was denied ."
Berns se11timent was echoed by
many of Pachuta's students that
we talked to. It remains a mystery
as to why Pachuta and the others
were denied tenure.
Although none of the teachers
are actual ly being fired, the action
taken makes their careers at Kean
insecure.
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~ Photo by Jane Maltz
ac uta Is one of the seven Kean in structors being denied tenure bv the administration .
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Freshman Elections Select Twe\ve
b y )ohn O ' Reilly
Last

Friday

twelve . freshmen

finally took their seats as member
of the Student Council of Student
Organization . These twelve took
their seats as a result of elec tions

held lasf Thursday, December 4 . .
' The elections originally
scheduled for November 18,
were postponed until last Thursday because of some procedural
mistakes made by newly elected
freshmen President Louis Araujo.

Photo by Jane Maltz

A Freshman ready to place her vote for her choices to the Council.
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A total of seventy-eight
freshmen voted for the twelve
winners. Those winners were
chosen from a field of fifteen. The
fifteen candidates were the largest
amount to run for council in fi ve
years.
The biggest vote getter among
the twelve win ners was Abd ul
Sa laa m Ismai l w ho polled 45

council

winner

Th

May, w hen some w ill run for Upperclassmen seats and othe rs will
end their association with St ude nt
Schmidt, Anabel Torres, ~illiam
Cou nci l.
·
Wh elan, Felipe Gonza lez and
What most people thought was
Yvonne Lane.
Tracy Peters also received a scheduling mixup turned out to
enough votes to win, but Peters, be a clever ploy by Vice President
who is the freshman class Vice Marcia Hamilton to get people to
President, declined to · take her vote.
A c~ncert was scheduled at the
se·at and was replaced by Theresa
Main, who finished with the next same time the voting was to go
on, rather than change the voting
highest amount of votes.
The new council members day Hamilton elected to let them
run concurrently, and as a result
were approved by Student Counthose freshman drawn to the concil at last Friday's meeting, all
cert also took time to vote.
were in attendance to be sworn
On the subject of Student Org.
in.
Hamilton also announced that a
The new members also took an
active participatory role in the social committee has been formmeeting. They took part in both ed and they are busily putting
question and answer sessions, as together an All-College party for
next Tuesday.
well as debate and voting.

fo rti , Yvette Crawford, Brya n
D av i s, Maria Perez, Laura

Council Adds New Members
I

MANNY CANTOR MAKES
A PERSONAL APPEAL
FOR EARTHQUAKE VICTIMS
(PG. 2)
HAVING THE HOLIDAY
BLUES? COLUMBIAN JOE
GIVES SOME GIFT IDEAS
FOR THE DOPER IN
YOUR LIFE
(PG. 7)
JOHN LENNON'S LAST
ALBUM REVIEWED
(PG. 14)
PLUS SPORTS OF ALL
SORTS! AND OUR USUAL
ASSORTMENT OF COMIX.

votes. Other
~.._,.

Photo by Rocco Dejohn

~embers of the Council get ready to induct it's newest members.

Stephen Weiss Scholarship, Tara
by Barbara Harvey
D u ri ng the se mesters last Higgins; the An n Marie O'Donmeeting of the StudenJ. Council, nell Scholarship, Norm an Marwhich had been held on cocci; Ginny Durkes Scholarship,
December 5, the new freshman - and Lucy Vargas; Leonard Andres
councir members had been an- Scholarship.
nounced. The meeting which
Andy Berns, the USSNNSA
would not have had quorm if not
for the new members proved to Di rector annouriced the thirteen
students who will be attending
be quite successful.
The tw elve freshmen whic h the Keystone-Garden Regional
have been elected to council, in- Convention which wil be held in
clude, Rosana Botas; Diane Con- Pennsylvania between January
forti ; Yvette Crawford; Bryan 2-4. The students attending the
Davis; Felipe Gonzalez; Abdulu l con fe rence wil l include, Jim
Salaa m lsmial; Yvo nne Lane; Cohol an, And y Be rn s, St u
M aria Perez; La ura Schmidt; Sackman, Anna Church, Shirley
Anabel Torres; W illiim Whelan; Bowman, John O'Reilly, Bryan
and Terry Main. Tracey Peters had Davis, Tony Brennan, Walter
been elected, however she qu ick- Blai r, Jim Cregge, Hilda Beasley,
ly turn ed down her seat on the mark Cichowski and Ted Rud- 1
nicki.
council.
,
These students will be represenThe Kean College Scholarship
Committee also announced the ting Kean in a convention which
four Kean students who will will be sim ilar to the one which
eceive va rious awards . The had been held at the University of
students include, Andy Berns; Oregon from August 9-16.

Newsbe&t
Federal Grant Enables Education

,

Two departments at Kean College of New Jersey have joined forces to
provide teachers with the sk ills needed to answer federal laws requi ring
handicapped children to be educated as much as possible with other
children.
Dr. David Barnhart of Verona, a member of the specia l education
department, and Professor Melbourne Van Nest of the industrial studies
department, outlined the program t hat is now in effect to t rain teachers
of industrial arts to incl ude handicapped chil dren in their classes.
Their " Collateral Program in Special Education and Industrial Arts for
the Handicapped" is designed to train industrial educators and special
educators to work together as a team . These specially trained teachers
will recei_ve credentials in addition to their certifictes stating that such
training has been received .
Graduates of the program can expect to be _employed in public
schools, county vocational school5, sheltered wo rkshops, rehabilitation
facilities and state schools for the handicapped.

Moral Obligations
"The Moral Obligations of Business"· will be the topic for . a
. philosopher and a representative of the' New Jersey Bell Telephone Co.
1
on Dec . 10 and the final of five seminars in the American Business
Issues course at Kean College of New Jerse·y, Union .
The interdisciplinary course was developed by the management
science and political science departments of Kean College with the advice of the Eastern Union County Chamber of Commerce. The semi nar,
at 1:40 p.m. in Room 300 of Willis Hall, is open to the public.
The speakers will be Robert W. Reynolds of Morris Township, district
manager for urban affairs sin ce 1975 with the New Jersey Bell
Telephone Co. , and Dr. H. Willard Stern of Edison, a ~· ,fessor of
philosphy at Kean College.

Lunchtime Theatre
LOVERS AND OTHER STRANGERS, the Renee Taylor and Joseph
Bologna comedy hit, will be presented by Lunchtime Theatre Tuesday
through Thursday, December 9-11 at }2:30 P.M . in V.E. 119. Admission
is only 49¢ .
After the performance, please join the cast and directors for com. plimentary cider and holiday cookies.
SEASONS GREETINGS from the staff of Lunchtime Theatre.

Gallery Opens
Recent acquisitions to the College Collection , an ex hibition of
twenty-eight works - paintings, drawings, prints, books, and ethnic objects - will be shown in the Kean College Gallery, Vaughn-Eames Hall,
from December 1 throught 19, 1980.
This presentation will include the unveiling of 81 MORE on permanent loan from the distinguished scu lptor, Tony Smith. The wood maquette, consisting of 15 four foot tetrahedral modules on - a 41 foot
triangular base, shown in the Museum of Modern Art in 1971, is being
prepared for outside installation near the Theatre and Vaughn-Eames
Hall, by a grant from the New Jersey State Council on the Arts in
cooperation with the National Endownment for the Arts.
· On exhibition in the Gallery are works by Joseph Stella, Robert
Rauschenberg, James Rose nqui st, Winslow Homer, B.J.O . Nordfeldt,
Walter Danby Bannard , Lamar Dodd,and Werner Drewes.

Income Tax Preparers
lhe Young Women's Christian Association of Eastern Union County,
1131 East Jersey Street, Elizabeth, N.J ., needs vol unteers to be trained in
income tax preparing.
The YWCA in cooperation with the Internal Revenue Service will
tr.ain volunteers on December 17, 18, 19 from 9 • 3:30.
The Volunteer Income Tax preparers will assist lower income, elde rly, handicapped and non English speaking individuals prepare form
1040 A and the basic form 1040.
Anyone interested in becoming a VITA Volunteer shou ld call the
YWCA 255-1500.

(i)

Pilgrim Medical Group

ABORTION SERVICES
1st and Mid-Trimester (thru 15 wks.)
Local or General Anesthesia

2nd Trimester (16_thru 23 wks.)

1 TRIMESTER
st

LOCAL ONLY UP TO 10 WEEKS
MEDICADE PATIENTS UP TO 12 WKS.

• FREE PREGNANCY TEST
• EXAMINATION AND
COUNSELING
THE ONLY STATE LICENSED
ABORTION FACILITY IN
ESSEX. PASSAIC, MORRIS,
UNION AND MIDDLESEX
COUNTIES.
Master Charge • Visa • Bae.

Cantor Appeals For Quake Victims
The biting November wind
whipped across the Kean campus.
I zipped my down-filled jacket to
my chin. In a moment I would be
in Thompson Library . Inside the
lobby I stopped to let the angina
subside.
Outside, people scurri ed past,
leaning into the blast, heads burrowing into coat collars. By God! I
thought. What of those thousands
of' homeless victims of the earthquakes in southern Italy? Despite
the warmth I shuddered as I pictured the babies and ·the old pea: ·
pie struggling to su rvive in the
open in ankle-deep mud, in torrential rain, in snow, in 23 degree
temperature.
How many of these thousand of
students, teachers and staff perso nn el on Kean ca mp.us were
sha rin g my thought these last
days? No doubt most had watched the sce nes of death, destruction and misery on TV. Many may
have responded to the appeals for
aid , perhaps in church last Sunday.
I was convinced that the majority of Kean students and staff
would respol)d if offered the opportunity to rfelp the quake victims.
- What is needed is initiative, I
thought. Any teacher who undertakes to collect relief moqey in his
department will find colleagues
responsive, even grateful. Any
secretary in the innumerable offices will have a similar experience. Student organizations
can organize varied activities for
r

,

Manny Cantor plead s for help for quake victims.

this cause. Many hundreds of
desperately-needed dollars can
be rai sed.
I zipped up my jacket. The student activities building was nearby. At the Independent office,
Chris O'Neil , the Managing
Editor, was most receptive. This
article, hastily written, is one

The Part-Time Student by Mary Slavitt
Now is the time for all good
students to make New Year's
resolutions. One which is strongly
suggested is: join one campus
organization. The December 4th
Independent editorial , for example, asks for vol unteers for the
Social Committee (phone Student
Organization , 527-2346 for
details) . In case your usual excuse

is, " I'm too busy", consider that
the busiest people are among
those who participate in the
widest va riety of activities. You've
heard this statement, " If you want
spmething done, ask a busy per:
son" - well it's time. You' re all
busy people - so pitch in to college activities.
Pragmatically, there is enormous value in extra-curricular

.WE'RE GONNA RAISE KEAN!

-FESTIVE HOLIDAY
LUNCHEON
PLANNED BY AND FOR STAFF

On December 17th
12,noon
,n Dining Room A, Downs Hall _
A real treat is in store for all paid-up
members of The Staff Association. Don't
miss it! There will be a hot buffet lunch
replete with · dessert table for $3.50 per
person. There'll be prizes and surprises! ,

$150 '

$100:

HOURS 9-5 P.M·.
MON. THRU SAT.

746-1500

IN NJ CALL TOLL fREE

1800) 772-2174
393 BLOOMFIELD AVE
MONTCLAIR N J 07042

"WE CARE"

result. At Student Organization,
Mark Cichowski readily offered to
raise the question at the next Student Council meeting.
An encouraging start, I am sure
my co nfidence will not prove '
misplaced .
·
Mr. Cantor, at 71, is perhapc ·. ,,
oldest undergraduate on car

Please make your reservation . immediately to a_void di~appointment.
Checks made out to Kean College Staff
Association should be hand delivered to
Celia Klein, Townsend 119 or Ethel Feld,
Willis 109.

participation. One hones such
ski lls as human intercommunication, administration and management, organization, to name but a
few, and all this without a vast expenditure of time. If one joins the
Social Committee, one may only
be com mitted to a few meetings.
The joiner can certainly set the
limits for participation . Learning
and savoring skills in extracurricular participation is basic
training for ca reers. The same proced ures one learns in organizing a
party may be tra,nsferred to
designing a business project, for
example . Getting along with
other committee members with
their distinct personalities
prepares one for coping wit.h people on the job ... and so on. Best
of all , belonging to an organization cements the college bond.
One feels much more a part of
college if one participates in some
of its extra-curricular activities.
Although Kean's Guide to Student Lite litera ll y li sts hundred s of
possibilities I would like to focus
on publications here. Although
students can contribute to all;
perhaps for the part-timers the
most appropriate are The Independent and The Nite Owl.
They may participate as editors,
reporters, feature writers ,
photographers, copy readers; but
whatever they do, the expe ri ence
and discipline i n meeting
deadlines, collecting information,
clarifying statements and opinions
are all invaluable in enhancing
college and eveniually the· world
of work. And the exhilaration of
seeing oneself in print is the exciting reward!
So - good resolution-making to
all and to all good holidays!

Too Small?
Not really . You notice me
and others will too. Advertise in The Indy today.
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SPEAK OUT!

GRE-E-KS
MEET

IF THE SOVIET UNION INVADES POLAND, DO YOU THINK THE
U.S. SHOULD INTERVENE WITH MILITARY POWER?

by A.O. Berns
L~st Thursday approximately
125 of Kean College's fraternity &
sorority members (the Greeks)
met in the Grill Room of the Col- ·
lege Center. The meeting was
called by Lou Latorre of Sigma
Theta Chi in response to a commentary written by Indy n~ws
editor John O'Reilly. The commentary appeared in the
December 4th issue of the IN-

Of course not, I once found a
" Red Bear" in my pajamas. How
it got there, .I'll never know.
Dave Harbour

Yes, they definitely should,
somebody should say something
before Russia goes to far, ex.
Afghanistan.
Michael Toglia

I don't. think the U ._S. should intervene because they already
have their system. Even if the U.S.
Intervenes it's not going to change
the system.
Yes, because the Soviet Union is ,
Carlos Quijano
getting to powerful.
Maria Medina

Yes, because if we don ' t stop
them they're just going to take
over .the world.
Gert Attinger

No, I don't feel its any of our
business, we already have Iran to
think about.
Jim DeVito

JOB CAMPAIGN

DEPENDENT.
Latorre, speaking at the meeting
Ea lled the commentary " Yellow
Journalism ". He also brought up
the content of the Nov. 26 column 'Speak Out' , also done by
O ' Reilly. This column seemed to
be looking for people to speak out
against
the
Greeks
for
" monopolizing" the snack bar for
three days of pledging earlier this
semester. 'Speak Out' served to
upset the crowd further, as they
could not understand why Mr.
O' Rei Ily had chosen to attack
their group as a whole.
Armando Diaz of Lambda Theta
Phi spoke to the crowd next,
~eading to them a statement
which cited various positive tasks
undertaken by the many campus
fraternities and sororities. This
statement was met a round of applause from the Greeks in attendance, and was circulated to get a
signature from a representative
from all groups. The statement
will serve as the Greek
Cooperative Councils official
rebuttal to the O'Reilly statement.
It was anticipated that the rebuttal

WORKSHOPS

would be submitted to the INDE PENDENT for publication .
When Mr. Diaz had finished a
short discussion period ensued
where members of the organizations were able to rise and announce some of the projects they
had recently finished or were currently in progress. Virtu~lly all of
these announcements .were met
by applause from the standing
room only crowd.
After the discussion period, Nu
Delta Pi brother Hank Gibson
rose and requested that all groups
unite to raise money for the StarLedger Christmas fund. Gibson
feels this would be "another way
of showing how Greek groups can
function cooperatively and constructively."
Dean of Students Patrick lppolitto also spoke to the gather. in?. lppolitto stressed that Greeks
comprise a large part of other,
non-Greek organizations, such as
Student Organization and its
many funded groups. lppolitto
also stated that " things have been
looking up for the GCC, O'Reilly's
comments are ill-timed and are
damaging to all progress which
has been made. "
Mr. O'Reilly's response to the
situation is that " the story was a
commentary, I fee/ it is true, it is
my opinion and I would do it
again." O'Reilly a/so feels the
Christmas Drive proposed by
Hank Gibson is " window dressing" and is being staged solely
because of the commentary.

Students interested in finding employment should
be aware that the Office of

Career Planning and Placement
is
presenting
workshops to help you
plan your job campaign.

I really don't know what we
should do. But we will be in a lot
of trouble if they invade Poland.
He/en ldels

they have invaded
Afghanistan they think they can
take over any country they want
We should show . Military
strength.
Ken Feeney

NORTH JERSEY GYNECOLOGICAL CENTER , . , .

A~~RTi~Nhes't~vi~~ES '.;,
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
FREE COUNSELING SERVICES
COMPLETE GYNECOLOGICAL CARE
* Male and female sterilization

* Abortion procedures
* Gynecological services
* Birth control pills, IUs, diaphragms
* 24 hour Hot Line
* Referral service

Call 375-0800 for an immediate, confidential appointment
HOURS: Monday thru Satu-rday, 9-5
,
40 Union Ave. , .Suite 104, Irvington, N.J.
Located 1 block from Irvington Center - ample parking

Your school literary magazine, The
Grub Street · Writer, needs poetry, prose
and art. D_rop submissions in the Grub
Street Writer · mailbox ·in Willis 305, the
English departrµent. Please include a self
addressed, stamped return envelope with
all your typed submissions.
I

The schedule is:
Job H~nt Workshop
-Tuesday, December 16th
10:00 A.M .
Career Developmen- t
Workshop - Wednesday,
December 17th 9:30 a.m.
-3:30 p.m.
Resume
Writing
Workshop
Thursday ,
December 18th 5 :00 p.m.
Interviewing Techniques
Workshop - Thur ~da /,
December 18th 6:00 p.m.

Photo by Jan e Maltz

Armando Diaz reads a prepared statement in response to John
O'Reilly's commentary that spoke of Greek activities on campus.

*Placement Credentials
Workshops are offered
every Thursday at 1 :40
p.m. and 4 :30 p.m. Please
note: you only come once!
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Fat, Fat, Fat
by Linda Moufang
Why is being overweight a
crime in America? Why does
society condemn the obese?
These, among other questions
were announced November 20.in
J-100 at a symposium sponsored
by the Sociology Faculty of Keap
College entitled " Fat inAmerica. "

The symposium, which lasted
approximately _3 hours touched
on such subjects as " Fat Through
Cultures' Filter", which showed
how society's view of overweight
people has changed drastically
since ancient ·; :, ' S (when heavy
w-,men were re,~:ed); "Guilt,
P ii nwashing and The Fat Identity," which described the ways in

which society today makes the
obese feel guilty about the way
they are and why the obese feel
guilty; " Changing Eating Habits,"
a behavioral study of approaches
to weight loss; and " Fat As A Role
Career," which in a few words
said that " Once overweight,
always overweight - even after
dieting."
Many people attended the symposium and heard such speake rs
as Janet Pollack from William
Paterson College, John Stimson,
also of William Paterson, and our
own Lisa Eig, Ardyth ·Stimson ,
Michael 'Jaffe, and Jack Kammerman.
Professor Kammerman and Professor Stimson were also the
chairpersons of the lecture.

Lost
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Cool?
Call
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Critical O f Ads
Dea r Editor,
I find it appal ling and shocking that every w eek you have large and
obvious advertiseme nts on abortion services. Don' t you ca re about all
the peorle thi s very deeply offends and saddens? You could say
everyone's enti tled to their own beliefs, - maybe, but then would you
still hold up al l degeneracy as so com mon and acceptable?
Sincerely,
,,.
M . Sulliva n

EDITORIAL

As the legitimate voice of student news and opinion, the Independent provides the campus of Kean College with an open
forum for the discussion and analysis of various topics.
We maintain the ideology of a free press by keeping all chan-nels of communication open between the college and the
newspaper by providing readers with the chance to express their
views in the Letters to the Editor and Op-Ed columns along with
the signed Commentary columns.
Not every subject is pleasant and often we will publish an edition that contains some very volatile material. Our intentions are
not to discredit entirely any one person, group or belief, but to
provide a spectrum of opinion that may encompass both extremes thereby giving every reader the chance to analyze ar1d
compare varying discussions.
As an indirect result of last week's commentary by John O'Reilly, criticizing fraternities and sororities, the Greek Cooperative
Council agreed to disprove accusations of unworthiness made by
Mr. O'Reilly by launching a canister-fund raiser drive to support
the Chi\dren's Christmas Fund which reaches out to the needy

children at Christmastime.
As a direct result of Mr. O'Reilly's. column, included in this issue
are several rebuttals submitted by frats and sororities who feel
they were slighted by his remarks.
In keeping with the standards of our policy to provide everyone
the chance to express themselves we feel that only good can
come about:

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t

*

Much of the world mourns the senseless death of John Lennon.
His death con:,es at a time when the world is verging on turmoil,
w ith nuclear war lurking ,i n the shadows.
. Lennon was a martyr for peace. Throughout his career as
songwriter he attempted to give everyone a little bit of love that
he felt was needed . With a s·ong called " Give Peace A Chance"
he expressed _
t he sentim ent of millions who cried out for the end
of the Vietnam War.
Lennon' s music reached out to everyone, young and old , rich
or poor, black or white. He was the symbol of security for many,
the guiding light in darkness, the hope in tim es of despair. Yet, he
was just a man.
We' ll miss him.

'

O 'Reilly Take Heed
Dear Editor,
I am w riting in reply to John O' Reilly's com mentary " Fratern ity
Frol ics, Sorority Sill iness. It seems obvi ous to me that Mr. O' Reilly looks
at Fratern ities and So rorities through ..; brick wall. M r. O' Rei ll y shou ld
realize by now that Animal House was fictitio us, fo r he seems to
believe that the characters in the movie are an accurate representation
of all Greeks. Mr. O' Rei lly, we do have minds of our own; it's your
mind that I question .
Your accusations that all we do is monopol ize the tables in the
snac kbar, fight w ith other Frats, promote elitism, racism, separatism,
and, well w e get the idea; WELL DON'T GET THE IDEA! You should
research your subject matter before you make irrational generalizations. I would just like to fill you in on a few of the worth less little th ings
d ifferent Fratern ities and So rori ties do; this O ctober ZETA DELTA Pl had
a Rock-a-thon t hat raised over a THOUSAND DO LLA RS for the Kidney
Foundation . Most of the pa rtici pants in the fund raiser were fro m other
Greek orga nization s incl uding, SIGMA BETA TAU, NU SIGMA PHI,
NU DELTA Pl, and SIGMA BETA CHI. SIGMA BETA TAU ho lds an annual basketball marathon to raise money for one of tbeir brothers who
has a seri ous illness.

independent -The opinions expressed in the signed columns and interviews of
this newspaper do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the editors.
Nor is anything printed in this paper, unless directly noted as such, to
be taken as official policy or opinion of the college or of Student
Organization. The Independent is distributed free of charge at
various locations around the campus, however any member of the
college community who takes more than twenty-five copies wi\\ be
charged 15 cents per copy.
Editor in Chief: Bruce Alan Sidwell
Managing Editor ...................... . .... Ch ristopher J. O 'Neil
Ed itor at Large ......... . ...... .. ........ . . . ...... Ralph Abbate
News Ed itor . . . . . . . . . . ... . .... . ..... .. ..... , ... . John O ' Reilly
Feature Editor .............. . ................... Margaret Lerke
Photography Editor ...... .. . . ..... .. ............... . Jane Maltz
Arts and Graphics Ed itor .. ..... . ....... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . Ray Mauro
Sports Editor . . ............ .. ........ . .. . .......... Bryan Davis
Copy Editor .. . .......... . .... . . : ............... Cindy Kosalka
Assistant News Editor ................ Joann e Batta, Barbara Harve y
Assista nt Photography Editor ...................... Gin o Abbate Jr.
Assistant Arts and Graphics Editor ........ .Alan Sears, Bo b O 'Conno r
Assistant Feature Editor . .....•... . Jeanne Marie Ahrens, Mike Kinney
Assista nt Sports Editor ... . . ... .. .. Pete Trabu cco , Dave Dragonette
OFFICERS
Arts and Graphics Coordinator ....... . ................. Ray Lago
Advertising Manager . ......... . .................... . Jim Cregge
Centerfold Coordinator ....• . ..... . .... . ... . . . .. . Gino Abbate Jr .
Business Manager .......... . ........... . .......... Chris O ' Neil
Circulation Coordinator ......... . . .. ........ .. ..... .Jim Cregge
·sports Coordin ator . .. . . ... . ..... ... .... : ..... . .... Joe Pietanza
News
Linda Mo ufang, Marcea Gerber Stephan ie Wardrop, Robert J. Cisara,
Trac y Peters, Ted Rudnicki, Mar y Slavitt, Vicky Schindler, Russel Sto kes,
Andrew Berns, Laura Warren, Eileen Monchek.
Feature
·
Th o mas D eva ney, Charles Fowler, Am y Goldner, Sue Karl, Liz Kennedy,
Allan Margo lin, Rob yn Alparone, Dave Harbo ur, Ted Rudnicki, Linda
Zamer
Soorts
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My Sorority, ALPHA THETA Pl and NU SIGMA Fraternity, go
Christmas caroling at the Plaza Nursing Home annually ·and if you
could see the happiness and appreciation on the faces of the elderly,
Mr. O'Reilly, you wou ld probably eat your word s. ALPHA KAPPA PSI is
presently collecting for Cerebral Palsy Foundation. LAMBDA THETA
PHI held its an nual food drive last week. The food was then distributed
to needy people for Thanksgiving. W ere you ever hungry Mr. O ' Reilly?
I would just like to close with a philosophy I have acquired since being a member of a Sorority, it is a feeling I' m sure is share•d. by all
'Greeks.
Sisterhood and Brotherhood is a feeling of security, it lets you know
that no matter what you do you always have friends behind you . If
takes away a feeling of emptiness and fills it with Love.
Sincerely,
Kimberly A. Elsen
Presi dent
ALPHA THETA Pl

B.lessed Is The 6th Floor
Dear Editor, ,
Recently it has come to my atteJJtion that superficial evidence has
been mentioned toward the loud and boisterous noise at Burch Hall on
the 6th floo r. First of all th ese are total exaggerations mentioned in the
Independent. It gets us extremely angered that you would be so imcompetent as not to talk to the proper authority such as the R.A., so we
could discuss it in a personal way. Your ignora nce and be ll igerent attitude is shown in the Independent arti cle. W e the people, w ish that
you would have rectified t_he situation utilizing the proper measures.
We feel that you have turned agai nst us as a resident of the 6th floor. In
any event, fo r a dramatic change to occur, people must become more
united and a little less two-faced .
Frank Guastature
Editor' s Note: Mr. Guastature's comments are directed toward s the author of one of last
week's letters to the editor.

This statement is·in reference to last week's article by John O'Reilly on fraternities
and sororities. Mr. O'Reilly poked fun and insulted the Greek groups on campus.
He stated we were racist, immature, and did nothing but fight with each other and
monopolize the student center. He does not state the good work and community
services that each and every sorority and fraternity on campus does for the community. Enclosed is a partial list of some of the things that the sororities and fraternities have accomplished .
Kean College is apathetic enough without the involvement and support of the
Greeks...oo._campus. A valuable part of college life would be missing without these
groups.
In response to the charges that the Greeks are racist, there is absol utely no validity
in t hat charge. Every group has a share of eth nic backgro und w ithin t he groups.
W e have never refused a person from associati ng with our groups because of
race, color, or creed, or even non-i nvolvement in our groups.
Mr. O ' Reilly should have put a littl e more research in his commentary before
making such a dangerou s and damaging charge.
We the fraternities and sororities of Kean College oppose the yellow journalism
that Mr. O'Reilly and other closed minded individuals represent.
We come together as a group to condemn his article and to pledge to work
together to promote student involvement in campus life at Kean College.
Sincerely yours,
Representatives of the
Greek Groups
Lambda Theta Phi-Armando Diaz
Sigma Theta Chi-Louis LaTorre
Rho Theta Tau-Michelle Gagnon
Zeta Delta Pi-Joanne Van Sant
Delta Sigma Pi-Sue Ann Lupin sky
Lambda Theta Alph a- Ileana Almaguer
Nu Sigma Phi-Ed Post
Lambda Chi Rho-Tracey ~chu ltz

Omega Sigma Psi-Debra Dominick

Fire In Burch Hall
Dear Ed itor,
This letter is in regard to the installation of the emergency fire doors in
Burch Hall . These doors are locked at all times unless there is a fire
alarm activated, in which they are to l:lnlock automatically. Unfortunately in Burch Hall, the fire doors do not open even when the fire
alarm is sounded. This is extremely dangerous.
Recentl y Burch Hall had a fire in the garbage compactor. The fire
alarm was sounded but stopped afte r about two minutes. How w as I to
know ther was a fire with no alarm? luckily there was a Campus Police

Officer knocking on all of the doors alerting the occupants that there
was a fi re and to evacuate the building. When I reached the first floor
the smoke was very thick and it was hard to see. I was the first person to
reach the fire door and there were many people following me from
behind. The door would not open. The people behind me took it fo r
granted that the door would open. Not realizing they door would not
open , they started piling up against each other. Staying calm, we found
our way to the front door. We were very lucky that .we made it out of
the building without getting hurt. Thi s could have been a disaster ending in death.
,
Who is to blame? There are two parties at fault. The first is the administration . They know the situation. Why don't they investigate this
problem and do something about it? The second party at -fau lt is the
company that installs and services the fire alarm system . They have
been in Burch Hall before to fix the· system when it does not go off.
Why is it that all they do is reset the alarm and leave? It should be up to
them to find out where tbe trouble is coming from and fix it.
In fires, people die from smoke inhalation and toxic gases caused by
burning material and heat which causes lack of oxygen. Very few people burn to death.
What does it take for something to get done? Doesn't anybody care?
Maybe one dcty when there is a death in the resident halls due to a fire,
someone will take action. In fact, that is what usually happens. I am sick
and tired of ri sking each day and wondering whether or not I will get
out if there is another fire. Something has to be done NOW!!!
Lynn R. Susswein

•
Dear Editor,
Tuesday night our apartment was the siting of a fire. The incident occu rred while one of the residents had been making popcorn. After the
fire had been extinguished, the room as well as the hallway had been
filled with a thick layer of smoke, we were forced to evacuate our
room, because we were unable to breathe. However, the buildings fire
system had never gone off!!!
So fa r, Burch Hall has had three fires in the course of three days, one
of which could have resulted in the death of one of our roommates, as
well as several others in the building. Thi s horrible incident could have
happened while these students were trying to escape from the burning
side of the building via our new fire doors, which would not open .
These residents were forced to walk across the first floor of a burni ng
building ... thank God they made it out safely!!!
.
On several occasions, 1,ousing has been made aware of the faulty
system in Bu rch Hall, but have yet to rectify the very hazardous situation. When will the residents safety tru ly become one of their major
concerns ... after a resident dies in a fire?
We as well as others in Burch Hall fee l as though Housing or the Admi nistration had b'etter do something about this situation, o r we will be
fo rced to go above thei r heads!!!
Respectfully yours,
Barbara Harvey
Cindy W anzie
Theresa Bockm an
Lisa Shotwell

Sigma Beta Chi-Joanne Hopkins
Alpha Theta Pi-Kimberly Elsen
Sigma Beta Tau-Pete Jungfer
Nu Theta Chi-Christine Laughery
Omega Psi Ph i-Walter W . Blair Jr.
Swi ng Phi Swing-Carolyn Jackson
Nu Sigma Tau-Chris Szeliga
Sigma Kappa Ph i-Jeanne M arie Ahrens

*SOME OF THE GREEK PROJECTS
Zeta Delta Pi

1) Raised over $1000.00 for the Kidney Foundation.
1) phone-a-thon for the Lyons Foundation.
Sigma Beta Tau
1) Twenty-four hour basketball marathon for Cancer Research .
2) Sponsoring of the Easter Seals.
Sigma Theta Chi
1) Twenty-four volleyball marathon for Cancer Research.
2) Participating in the intramurals.
Lambda Theta Pi
1) Canned food drive for Cu ban Refugees.
2) Fas hion Show for und erprivi leged child ren of Santa Domi ngo .
Nu Sigma Phi
1 Their annual book sale.
2) Donation of a stretcher to the first-aid squad.
Omega Psi Phi
1) . For sponsoring their blood drives.
2) Raise money for the United Negro College Fund.
3) Buy Easter eggs every year and take them to children in hospitals who cannot
be home for Easter.
Lambda Chi Rho
1) Donations to the brittle bone and cancer society.
2) Caroling at Old Age homes and state schools.
3) Thanksgiving baskets to needy families.
4) Phon-a-thon for the Alumni Association.
Lambda Theta Alpha
1) Fashion show for the underprivileged children of Santa Domingo.
Nu Delta Pi
1) Walk-a-thon for the American Cancer Society.
2) National Smoke-Out for the National Cancer Society.
3) Participation in the Lion's Club annual cablethon.
4) Fund raising for the National Kidney Research Foundation.
5) Sponsors an adopted child.
Omega Sigma Psi
1) Sponsors a Tiawanese girl.
2) Participates in the Alumni Phone-a-thon.
Delta Sigma Pi
1) Sponsors an adopted child.
2) Partici pates in all marathons held at Kean Co llege.
Nu Sigma Tau
1) Fash ion show to benefit Multiple Sclerosis Foundation .
2) Sisters lasted 33 hours in the C. E.C. Dance M arathon and raised the most
money.
These are just a few of th e th ings that the sororities and fraternities have done. All
of the Greek groups have not been mentioned but have participated in many functions, on and off campus.
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-Maintenance Cleans Up

by Stephanie Wardrop
Every day of our lives here at
Kean,
we
students
see
maintenance men either sweeping, mopping, or just generally
cleaning. But these are only a few
tasks the maintenance department deals with . As Mr. Armand
Brilliante, Director of Facilities
states, " We handle everything
and anything that's not done in
th~ classroom."

There are 163 people in the
department, 10% of whom are
women. The various jobs handled
by maintenance inclupe ;
housekeeping, auto mechanics
(32 vehicles in use), masons,
painters, locksmiths (busiest of all
sub-departments), elect ri cians,
plumber steam filters, carpenters,
operating engi neers/heating and

does not maintain instructional
operating engi neers/heati ng-ai r
equipment and teaching aids used
conditioning, and finally grounds
i•n
academic
programs ,
workers. There are also 5 security
maintenance personnel will per·guards who patrol the mechanical
iorm minor electrical repairs o r
systems on campus to make sure
adjustments for such equipment.
they are working properly. The
Physical Plant Operation Unit is
As they maintain a key for every
staffed and budgeted to perform
lock on campus, the assignment
the functions outlined above, it is
and distribution of these keys is
not staffed or funded to do conthe responsibility of the Physical
struction and major renovation
Plant Unit. They also maintain a
work . This type of work is clone 'College Motor Pool consisting of
through the capital improvements . three passenger vehicles . They
program .
are used for agricultural purposes
The Physical Plant is in operaas well as for pre-scheduled field
tion 24 hours a day, 7 days a trips.
week . Full staffing is provided
Monday through Friday on a three
It is about time that these peoshift basis. All buildings or compie, who do so much for our colp I ex of buildings have a
lege, get recognition . Our hats are
off to the men and women who
maintenance person assigned to
work for the Kean College
the area for the 1st and 2nd shift
Physical Plant Unit!
of operations. Although the plant
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SPECIAL EVENTS

b;'~i=l~~i~t~}hc~~:~a~~n~~~;e~~~a~~:s~~:~~ ~~ p;~:~~~e:,
December 16, 1980 at 1:40 P.M. in Hutchinson Hall, J-100.
Business representatives from several corporations including
Tenneco Chemicals, Purepac Pharmaceuticals, and Continental
Copper & Steel will speak to interested seniors about the realities
of the work world.
Faculty,. staff and other interested students are encou raged to
attend this seminar.
" Dialogue With School Superintendents" will also be
·presented by tghe Office of Career Planning and Placement on
Thursday, December 18, 1980 at 1:40 in Hutchinson Hall, J-100.
School superintendents from several school districts including
East Brunswick Publ ic Schools, Edison Township Public Schools,
Glen Ridge Public Schools, and others will speak to Educational
seniors about seek ing teacher employment in today's job market.
Faculty,-staff and interested students are encouraged to attend
this seminar.
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Putting Oil To Work
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LOCATED IN STUDENT CENTER

Rebirth of KCTV
During the Fall semester, many
dedicated students have been
working hard to get KCTV in full
swing. A constitution has already
been written, and elections for
the executive board are being
held last week of the semester. An
available office has been found in
Dougall Hall, and the equipment
that used to be locked away is
now being dusted off and ready to
roll.
Programming will I include:

:i-

variety shows , talk shows,
newscasts , sporting events,
debates, interviews and much
more.
So get involved! Please help
KCTV to become a big success.
Anyone who is interested in
becoming a member, please attend the meeting this Friday, Dec.
12th at 1:30 in the IRC in Hutchinson Hall. We need people for in
front of the camera and behind.

by Dr. R. L. Kroll
There once was this country that wanted to take over another country. But it hesitated because of
what some other countries might do. Now this country wanted to take over that country because that
country was doing things that might change the way people in this country might think .
This country knew that those countries were worrying about theiriuture oil supplies. So this country, one day, suddenly found it had more oil than all of the countries in the whole world put together.
No one knew if it were true though. All the experts in those countries thought it could never happen. If
this country had so much oil, then surely, someone in those countries would have figured it out a long
time ago . This would be a very big secret and even this country, well known for its secrecy, probably
couldn't hide it.
But it seems that just at the time this country moved its tanks next to that country it suddenly found
all that oil.
.
Now those countri es thought that if they should ever want oil from this country at sometime in the
future they should be nice to this country and forget about that country. So those countries watched
this country move into that country and didn't do anything - that's being nice.
And there really never was any oil.

VeteranAffairs Brief
by Vicky Schindler
Veterans: Please remember to
come to the Office of Veteran Affairs with your pink PAID receipt
as soon as you receive it. Paying
the bill in person as soon as possible will insure prompt return of
your receipt. We cannot process
any paperwork until we see the
receipt. In followi ng, the sooner
you file your paperwork, the
more apt you will be to receive
your check for the proper amount
on time. Also, the month s of
December and January can be

have the new rates posted in our
office if you care to see them .
Many veterans will reach their
delimiting dates before the school
year of 1980-81 is over. As of yet,
there is no extension of delimiting
dates and it does not look as
though there will be a general extension in the future. Only
veterans who can prove extreme
mitigating circumstances will be
considered for an extension.
For any questions or problems
contact
our
office
at
527-2028/2029.

bridged so that you will receive
full payment for both months.
Persons who applied for the
New Jersey State Tuition Credit
Program should be receivi ng their
checks shortly after Christmas.
This office only processes the
paperwork; Trenton handles the
rest. So, as of now, Vl(e are all
waiting for Trenton .
As of January 1981 , the veteran
monthly benefits will be increased
by an additional 4,7%. As you
have noticed, there was also an
increase last October of 5%. We

Oratory Competition
Entries now are being accepted
for the sec:'ond annual Thomas M.
Cooley Law School collegiate
oratory competition with $20,000
worth of full or partial scholarships to the Lansing, Michigan,
law school as awards.
" The compeition, " said Cooley
Law School President Thomas E.
Brennan, "is a response to a
charge by U.S. Supreme Court
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger
that advocacy skills among
today's attorneys is on the
decline. We endeavor to develop
those skills here at Cooley and
feel that, as a law school, it is our
cha rge to do so."
The competition is open to
undergraduate students in any
four-year college or university
w ho file entries by December 31.
Brennan explained that the
overall winner in the oratory finals
April 3 will receive a full tuition
scholarship to the Cooley Law
School, while two second place
winners will get half tuition
scholarships, and six semi-finalists
will win -$500 tuition grants.
A panel of Michigan Supreme
Court justices will judge the final
·competition.
Photo by Jane Maltz

Anna Church is just one of the many dedicated students who are putting thier efforts into getting KCTV reborn.

Orators must prepare and
deliver a memorized ten minute
speech o"n one of five questions:

Crowded Prisons: What to Do?,
Euthanasia: Mercy or Murder?,
E.R.A.: In or Out of the Federal
Constitution?, The Jury System: Is
it Workin'g?, and Choosing
Judges: Elect or Appoint?
Entrants
must
submit
manuscripts by JanJ.Jary 31 , 1981,
and those selected will be auditioned between February 9 and
27. Nine semi-finalists will be
chosen from quarter-final competition , and they will compete ·
April 2 before a panel of Michigan
court judges.
The three best semi-finalists will

<
/

appear before the Supreme Court
panel in the final competition
April 3.
The overall winner will be announced that evening at an
honorary dinner sponsored by the
Cooley Law School.
Officials said speeches will be
judged on the basis of content,
speaking techniqu e, and overall
persuasiveness.
Information may be obtained
from The Thomas M . Cooley Law
School Collegiate Oratory Competition, 217 S. Capitol , P.O. Box
13038, Lansing, Michigan 48901.

"'it-~ ;

~"

Thomas E. Brennan, left, president of The Thoma!' M. Cooley Law
School, Lansing, Michigan, and Dean Keith J. Hey view the portrait
sketch commissioned for the law school's 1981 Collegiate Oratory
Competition. The sketch depicts great voices out of America 's history
- Fredrick Douglass, .Patrick Henry, Carrie Nation, Abraham Lin-

coln, and Oliver Wendell Holme_s. _Entries to the competition are being accepted through December 31, 1980
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Special Christmas Edition
Dopers Corner
by Columbian Joe

It' s thar time of year again, and
it' s the time of the hustle and bustle of the Christmas shopping
season. The question is what
should I buy that special someo ne? If that person is one who
indulges in some of the good
things in life, then please read on,
there may be a few new ideas.
For those of you who can afford
to put out the cash on yuletide
gifts ther are many options. Cocaine, a favorite among almost
everyone makes a fine gift for
those of us on a larger budget. At
80 to 90 dollars a gram many of us

cannot afford to buy the precious
snow to give it away. But if money
is not object, go fot it, it is one of
the most appreciated presents.
Those on a tighter budget can
choose from an array of different
kinds of stash to get that special
doper in your life flying high. Pot
which seems to be available in
abundance and se lections offers
many different grades at different
price ranges. Choose from Mexican, Columbian, Sinsemillia and
many others. Below is a current
list of nationally availble grades
and nationed-based price range
so don't get ripped off.

USA
Commerical
Mexican
Top-grade
Mexican
Mexican
si nsemalla
California
sinsemilla

Jamaican
Jamaican
si nsemilla
Co mmercial
Colombian
Connoisseur
Colombian
Colombian seeds
Pseudo Thai
sticks
Thai sticks
loose Thai
Various Africans

Hawaiian

Southern
standard
back in the
saddle again

manana
ea rly leaf a nd

summ er hybrids
low seed count

pretty
respectable
drought prices
prevail

don' t hold
your breath
from gold shake
gimme a
break
rollin in
heavily
lots of lumber
maintenace
dose smoke
priced ou t of
the market

Pot can make a great gift
because one ounce can serve as
gifts for as many as six loved
heads d ivided up. A nd usually a
frien d is a/ways w illing to share a
free supply of stash with the giver
which reaps benefits to the giver
as well as the givee.
If pot is not their scene, then the
~hash
~hash

..... .....

oz
lb
oz
lb
oz
lb
oz
lb
oz
lb
oz
lb
oz
lb
oz
lb
lb
oz
lb
one
oz
oz
lb
oz
lb
oz
lb

10-50
100-500
50-75
475-650
60-75
500-600
50-125
550-1250
35.45
375-450
70- 100
700-1000
45.55
475.575
60-85
500-800
25
75-125
750-1250
15-35
180-225
110-160
1200-1800
40-75
425-550
250-350
2000-3200

many or types of mind altering
drugs can be given. Besides the
great number of pil ls around as
ups; dow ns, or whatever some
delicacies have filtered through
Below is a list of some cu rrent nationally acquirable stash at different price ranges.

exall•nt Mad
this season
busi ness as usual

oz
lb

oz
lb

90-125
1100-1750
100-150
1400-1 750
150-200
' 1600-2000
140-180
1600-2000
150
1350-1800
]S-65
500-1000
110-135

llad<Alpani

cO>lly but bos5

oz

~

.,.,,., tocl.ly
gone tocl.ly

oz

Pall .....

suitc~se sc~she-s
lb
out al favor
withbuy,m
frozen, dt;..d

oz
11"'

primo thi• y..ar

oz

25-40

lb

200-500
1.50-5.00
150-300
80-120
1800-2500

_

Hash oils

......
re,-

hllocybln

lb

lb

-

uo

many

eoc..

off

MCM.
C,yul ..... .

mO>lly bathlub
71 4•
ti..st to an.ilyze
more buy,,n
than "'"""

,......,..._

brand

oz
oz

"""
100

""
oz
OM

3-6

100
gm

300-500 .

65-100
50-90

oz

resurgence

""100

900-1 450
25-200

PCP

who let this

gm

60-75

Opium

guy in
brief but market over

gm

25-40

ero..... and
blx kl,.,aut,

Some of us would rather smoke
or injest our stash instead of giving
it away and for you ther is an
abundant alternative ... Paraphernalia, a business which is banned
in this state but ca n still be acquired from underground or mail
order. The best place to shop for
your euphoria aids is High Times
Magazine which has ads for
everything from Mushrooms to
Manuals on growing them or

Stash hider lights ai r tight, an interesting gift for the holidays for about 7 bucks from Pair-A-Dice
Products, P:O. Box 1012, Lancaster, CA. 93534.

Homemade Gifts
by Columbian Joe

Budget Bizarres
A special section to help ease
the inflationary crunch of high
priced paraphernalia or just to
show someone you care enough
to make it by hand.
A couple of years ago I attended
a party and had the opportun ity of
smok ing from .a pi pe that would
si mply send you into la la la nd .
The best part about th€ pipe was
that it was hand made and cost
virtually nothing to make. With
just a few things from a colleg~
chemistry lab you can make this
great pipe. A 500 ml flask topped
with a stopper with 3 openings. In
one opening insert a small
ceramic funnel, in the other insert
2 pieces of glass tubing (approx. 6
inches long). To this tubing attach
ordinary aquarium tubing, a couple of mouthpieces and you've
got yourself a double hit water
bong. (See Diagram 1)

Another homemade pipe I ran
into ~ould easily take second best
to the previous one, but as an advantage it was portable. A very ingenious industrial art student had
fashioned it from copper tubing
and pipe fittings. After a nice ice
bath to cool it, this pipe gave a
very powerful toke. All it takes is
about 4 inches of 1½ inch copper
tubi ng,
a
½
inch
elbow

fitting and assembly as in Diagram
2. A perfect Christmas gift for the ·
budget minded .
Although pipes are the most
popular of the season's gifts, one
like the last I mentioned can be a
little difficult to make. A pipe can
be made out of almost anything.
Some of my good highs have

come out of very crude artifacts.
Rocks can be used as a smoking
device by simply drilling or chipping away a bowl and stem and different odd shapes can , be
employed to give the air of
originality. Color combos of rocks
and size can also enhance your
creation.

@
"TOP 'I I E'W
OF' c.E,JtHI'
F'UIIH~L

'ToP

DIAGRAM 1

VIE\I OF

Fl.RU: STfJPH~

pot,from pipes to popers, and
from a sniffable high to sticks from
Thai .
A few of the things that caught
my attention were the cigarette
lighters which have secret compartments to hide your stash. And
the wide selection of one hit
bongs and strange pipes. So get
your High times and cash in on
some.

DIAG RAM 2

Greek-Corner
by Lou !...atnrre

The Power Hitter, a doper's drNm come true, the only way to smoke
a joint. Avauble at most mail order warehouses.
·

One Hit Bongs a great way to get
high and a great way to send the
Christmas cheer. Available at
Berney Karp, 2850 E. 44th St.,
los Angeles, CA. 9005I.

This is the first oi many articles
to appear in th is corner. Hopefully, we wil'i highl ight ;,s well as inform t he college community of
the activities in which the Greek
participate in. Also, we will
feature a different Fraternity or
Sorority each week - their goals,
and upcoming events. This
week's article is on the Greek
Cooperative Council's Children's

X-Mas Relief.Drive.
This drive is a result of the
Greeks combined efforts to make
the holiday season a happer one
for less privileged children in _the
surround ing area.
During the upcoming week,
members of the GCC will be collecting small change in the St~

dent Center as well as other
buildings pn campus.
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''NEW'' GODSPELL

by Jeanne Marie Ahrens
It's an "all new" Godspell
opening at the Ritz Theatre Dec.
26th. This is an unusual performance because it's the first time
the musical was ever done in sign
language.
A talented cast of eleven will
perform under the experienced
direction of Gary Cohen , who is
responsible for over 100 other
productions.
In addition to the play,
Leeander-Scott will be doing a
sign-language _i-nterpretation of

LIB RAR Y O FFE RS CONCE RTS AND FILMS

the musical. Leeander Scott went
to Kean Col·lege and was encouraged to try professional acting. Besides doing a beautiful job
in Godspell, there is also a
beautiful story behind LeeanderScott himself (this will be told next
week.) .
It should be a very rewarding
experience at the newly restored
Ritz, on East Jersey Street on Dec.
26, 27 and Jan 1, 2, 3 and 4. For
more information co ntac~ the
theatre at 352-SHOW. ·

THE BU D DY TERRY QUARTET
will present the first of two concerts of Popular Music in the
Fourth Floor Auditorium of the
Newark Public Library on Saturday, January 10, from 2:00 to 4:00
p.m .
Members of the Quartet are:
Roy Street, Guitar; Eddie Wright,
Bass; Buddy Terry, Saxophon e
and Flute.
The second concert is scheduled for Wednesday, February 11 ,
from 12:00 noon to 2:00 p.m. and
will be given by FLEMING
JOH , SON AND HIS BAND.
These concerts, sponsored by
the Art and Music Department,
are made available through the
Recording Companies of
America, The Music Performance
Trust Fund and The Musicians

Guild of Essex County, Local 16,
Lew Mallett, President. Admission
is free.
FLEMING JOHNSON AND HIS
BAND will present the second of
two concerts of Popular Music in
the Fourth Floor Auditorium of
the Newa rk Public Library on
W ednesday, February 11, from
12:00 noon to 2:00 p.m.
Th is concert, sponsored by the
Art and Music Department, is
made available through the
Recording Companies of
America, The Music Performance
Trust Fund and The Musicians
Guild of Essex County, Local 16,
Lew Mallctt, President. Admission
is free.
A special film El Gran Calavera
(The Great Madcap) will be

Rock N Roll
Trivia

by Pat Hogan
1. On what show did Alice Cooper appear on?
2. What band was paid not to appear on the Ed Sullivan Show?
3. Who did Leon Russel write Delat Lady for?
4. TRUE or FALSE - Did Dr. Hook & The Medicine Show ever
get their pi.cture on the cover of The Rolling Stone?
5. What were the Doobie Bros. originally known as?
6. What were Peter and Gordon's last names?
7. What band served as Linda Ronstadt hJckup group?
8. Yvonne rlliman sang bJ< kup tor what guitar ola~er?
9. What group recorded the hit song Tl1e Unicorn/
10. 'vVhat tv,.o movies did Mick Jagger appear nl

WKNJ Top 20 Albums

1
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1 D,,vid BO\vll' Sc,uy .\\or<lers (RC,.\)
2 Brute Spnnf\SI< "" The R1 ,r lC.,lu~1h1,1)
3. 1he Clash· Bl,1ck Mdrket Cl,ish ICBSJ

4 . Neil Young• H,1wks and Do\l'S ,W~1ner Brothers)
5. Ta/king H€'ads Remain m light (Warm•r Brothers)
6. Utopia • DefacP the Music (Bearsvi//e)
7. Rockpile • Seconds of Pleasure (Columbia)
8. Times Square · Soundtrack (RSO)
9. Dire Straits• Making Movies (Warner Brothers)
l 0. Thin Lizzy • Chinatown (Warner Brothers)
11. Robert Palmer • Clues (Island)
12. The Cars. Panorama (Elektra)
13. Michael Stanley Band -Heartland (EM I/America)
14. Molly Hatchet - Beatin the Odds (CBS)
15. Dave Davies - AFLI -3606 (RCA)
16. Mink DeVille - Le Chat Bleu (Capitol)
17. Cheap Trick - All Shook Up (CBS)
18. Queen - The Game (Elektra)
19. B-52's - Wild Planet (WB)
20. Rolling Stones - Emotional Rescue (Rolling Stone)
Michael Heron -Music Director
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shown in the Fourth Floor
Auditorium of the Newark Public
Library on Thursday, January 22,
at 6:30 p.m., and again on Saturday, January 24, at 3:00 p.m.
The film, in Spanish, with
English sub-titles, is a Mexican
comedy by Luis Bunuel. Fernando
Soler plays a wealthy man whose
anarch ic attitude toward s money
brings out the worst in his miserly
family. (90 minutes). Admission is
free.
The library' is located at 5
Washington St., Newark and the
phone number is 733-7772.

Kosher Buffet
Carole Noveck, noted gourmet
cook and teacher at Bloomingdales, the Adult Schools of
Maplewood-South Orange, and
the Springfield Regional School,
will present a two-hour workshop
on preparing a Kosher Chinese
Buffet on Monday eve ning,
December 15th from 7:30 - 9:30
p.m. at the Eastern Union County
YM-YWHA .
Mrs. Noveck will prepare Mock
Shrimp Toast (made with
founder), eff rolls , walnut
chicken, orange sherbet and almond cookies. All ingredients will
be strickly kosher. A sampling of
the food is encouraged.
Participation is limited to tht
fir,t 70 regbtranb. The 'Pl' 1~ $7
fur ' Y" membt ~s and $ 10. 'iO tor
non rPembers RPgistratiun 1..loses
on Tursday. Decembt r 9th.
For further ntormdt10n. call
RPnee Dre/I, at the Eastern Uriion
f:ounty UM YWHA, 289-8112.

Now it's- the 'COPIER REVOLUTION'

,

MIME SPECIALS
The Richard Morse Mime
Tneatre, New York's resident
mime company will present two
shows ln si-:f e- Up , a new
children's comedy and The Play
of Herod duri ng Ch ristmas week .
The two shows will play in repertory beginning Saturday,
D.ecember 23 and will continue
through Sunday, December 31.
Inside-Up is a four character _
comedy which depicts a fantastic
trip to foreign lands, real and imagined, through the eyes of a
child .
The Play of Herod is a medieval
musical story of the news of the
birth of Christ and its effect on
King Herod. The evening will
feature medieval instrumentali5ts
and singers. Christmas carols,
holiday . charades
and
refreshments will round out th~
evening.
Richard M orse formed the
Richard Morse Mime Theatre in
1972. The company, which has
been in residence in its New York
City home since 1975, has
previously travelled throughout
the U .S. and Europe garnering
much critical acclaim and the
reputation as the leadi ng mime

troupe's most recent appea rances
have been at Li ncoln Center, the
New Jersey Shakespeare Festival
and Town Hall. M r. Morse's performance on the CBS-TV special,
The Child Is Father of the Man,
won him an Emmy Award
nomination. Both the Boston
Symphony and Cleveland Symphony Orchestras · have tapped
Mr. Morse's talents to bring a
fresh visual approach to music.
The play schedule for InsideUp and The Play of Herod is as
follows:
Inside-Up will play December
23rd through December 31st at
2:00 p.m. There will be no performance December 25th.
The Play of Herod will play
December
23rd
through
December 31st at8:00 p.m. There
will be a special holiday matinee
December 25th at 3:00 p.m.
For reservations and further in-.
form ation call (box office) at
212-242-0530. The Richard Morse
M ime Theatre is located at 224
Waverly Place in the Saint John' s
Church building (just West of ·
Seventh Avenue at 11th Street). ,
Tickets prices are as follows:
$6.00 - adults and $3.50 -children,

group in the establishing of

students and

senior citizens.
Amerian mime tradition. -The ., -Group rates are available.

It's estimated two hundred
thousand instant copies are
"born" in the U.S. every minute.
Along with mini-computers,
voice-activated appliances and
remote
controlled
video
recorders, copy machines those familiar fixtures in offices
throughout the land - may also
soon become commonplace in
many American homes. In fact,
some experts foresee the copy
machine in the marketplace
becoming to the 1980's what the
calculator was to the 70's.
Research indicates small, lowcost copy machines are finding
their niches for use in many "inhome" businesses or for business
people working out of their
homes - salemen; accountants,
manufacturers' reps, farmers, etc.
Homemakers are using machi nes
for such things as copying recipes,
correspondence, making copies
of bill payments and. cancelled
checks as proof of payment.
One insurance executive
. recommends making copies of
jewelry and important family
papers in case of fire or theft.
Copiers have been around since
1949, but their appearance on the
home scene is relatively new.
According to Donald G. Brunner, manager, Office Products
Department for 3M - a major
producer of copiers home
copiers are a natural extension of
the machines' use in the business
office. Says Brunner, " There is littie doubt that copiers have earned
a place as ' necessary eq uipment'
in this information age."
While it's true the major portion
of all copies are now made in offices, an ever-increasing number
are also being made in coinoperated copiers located in such
places as libraries, post offices,
banks and even grocery stores.
People copy anything from ~

by's report card to send off to
grandma to making duplicates of

tax statements. The experts say
many of the same people who use
coin-operated copiers could probably make good use of a copier
at home.
Small, low-cost copiers now on
the market are helping the
number of home copiers in use to
expand rapidly. Brunner says
some copiers now cost no more
than a black and white television
s·et.
How It All Started
The coping craze is no doubt
equally startling to a couple of
diligent inventors credited with
designing the very first copiers.
In 1938, Chester Carlson - a
patent clerk and law student in
New York City - made the first
dry copy using a cotton handkerchief to statically charge a
sulpher-coated metal plate, a
glass slide, a floodlight, a
vegetable-based powder and a

piece of wax paper. This crude
method later evolved as
" xerography" - Greek for " dry
writing."
Carl Miller, a graduate student
in chemistry at the University of
Minnesota, developed another
copying method called "thermography." The young inventor
used infrared lights to melt an imprint onto a piece of wax-coated
paper. 3M supported Miller and
his research and introduced the
first dry, single-step commercially
available copier in 1949.
Since the mid 1950's when
copiers were already a $50
million business, the industry has
grown beyond al expectations. By
the late '60's, more than 500,000
copiers were in use producing
over ten billion copies yearly.
Today, the figure is probab ly
closer to a mind boggli ng 100
billio n copies annua lly!

Trivialities
by Alan Margolin
1. Who played Nathan Detroit in the film Guys and Dolls?
2. Where does the movie The Music Man take place?
3. Who played Maria in The Sound of Music?
4. Who played Maria in West Side Story?
5. Who directed Jesus Christ Superstar?
6. Who played Fagin in Oliver?
7. Who did Keith Moon play in Tommy?
8. What country was Yul Brenner King of in The King and I?
9. Name the character played by Roy Scheider in All That Jazz.
10. Who played Jud in Oklahoma?
11. Who played Finian in Finian's Rainbow? ·
12. Nanie the ~otel manager in The Coconuts.
13. Who played the Emcee in Cabaret?
14. Who sings When You Wi sh Upon A Star in Pinocchio?
15. Who are the fi rst characters that Dorothy sings We' re Off to
See the Wizard with in The W izard of Oz?
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Whitney M_useum To
Feature Exhibits

Coffeehouse
by Jeanne Marie Ahrens
Tired of the noise and co nfusion
in the Pub on Thursday nights?
Then why haven' t you been at the
Coffeehouses?
Last Thursday was th e last Coffehouse till after Christmas and as
usual many students enjoyed
themselves. Every other Thursday
.night Sloan Lounge turns into a
djmly lit music filled gathering
place where many sit and relax.
Where else for 25• can you
have coffee, tea, cookies and
music? Those who don't like to
drink coffee or tea usually bring

9

'

and his own music; Joanne Van
Sante, plays soft rock; and Bil~
Lloyd also plays soft rock .

are formed by a personal vision
The following exhibits will be
and take as their iconography a
shown at the W hitney Museum in
complex interweaving of myth,
New York starting Dec. 21, 1980.
ritual, magic and dreams.
James Turrell : Light and Space will
But ssoft rock and guitars are
The second is the Jon Jost
be shown through Jan. 1. Edward
plays Chapin, Brown, Fogelberg
Series, wh ich ru ns Dec. 23 - Dec.
Hopper: The Art and the Artist
and the Eagles told me that she
28. The film Chameleon with Bob
through Jan . 18. Ad Reinhart:
plays "to gain experience towards
Claudina will be shown· at 12:00
Concentration through Feb. 8. For
a possible future in Music. "
1
p.m ., 2:00 p.m. , 4:00 p.m. and
more information please call (212)
Bill Lloyd a freshman says, " I
Tuesday 6:00 p.m . ,
570-3676.
like the Coffeehouse because it
In Jost's film Chameleon, a
Also at the museum is The New
will give me a chance to try my
chameleon like hustler adapts to a
American Filmmakers Series,
own material on an audience."
variety of American social and
which features two series. Dec. 16
The Coffeehouse isn't his first excultural environments.
- 21 the museum will feature Kenperience in front of an audience
neth Anger films. The films to be
though. His first experience didn' t
Joanne Van Sante singing " The
shown are: Kustom Kar KomHOURS:
turn out too well, Bill played all
Rose"
Tuesday 11 :00 - 8:00
originals and therefore he said it guitar for about five years and is a mandos, Scorpio Rising, InvocaWednesday-Saturday 11 :00 - 6:00
hurt his playing. Luckily that regular at Coffeehouses usually as tion of My Demon Brother, puce
Sunday 12:00 - 6:00
moment, and Lucifer Ri sing. The
didn't discourage him and he now a solo artist.
film series will be shown at 12:00
closed Mondays & Christmas Day
plays at Coffeehouses. Bill says
Brian Hanlon has been playing
p.m., 2:00 p.m ., 4:00 p.m., also
GENERAL INFO: 570-3676
that " I think we all should
harmonica for about a year and
ADMISSION: $2:00
dedicate a special performance to . has been · appea ring with a Tuesdays at 6:00 p.m .
A gallery discussion with A nger
Free Tuesday 5:00 - 8:00
Randi, she's the one who makes it
bluegrass band called Buck's Run .
will be held on Decem ber 18 after
Members, child ren under 12 acall possible."
the 2:00 p.m. scree ning.
compan ied by an adult, college
The last performers I talked to
As most every Coffeehouse perThese fil ms from Kenn eth
students with current I. D., and
were Jay Snyder, Brian Hanlon fo rmer does, Jay and Brian
A nger's " Magick Lantern Cycle"
senior citizens free at all times.
and Jeff Trupiano, who have been
receive inspiri ng rhyth mic backplaying on and off for two mon- ing from versatile drummer Jeff
ths. Their first Coffeehouse was on Trupiano .
. Nov. 5 and last Thu rsday was
Coffeeh ouse will start again
thei r second . Jay has been p laying_ after the Christmas break!
1. Stlll Life with Woodpecker, by Tom Robbins. (Bantam,

Campu1 Pape,back r>e,t,eHet1

----

$6.95.) A sort of love story: fiction .

2. Shogun, by James Clavell. (Dell , $3.50.) Englishman's
adventures in 16th-century Japan: fiction .

3. Godel, Escher, Bach, by Douglas A. Hofstadter. (Vintage, $8.95.) Computer scientist's theory of reality.

4. Broca's Brain, by Carl Sagan. (Ballantine, $2.95.) Reflections on the romance of science.

Rinaldis and Brodian with some
Elvis.
beer and are sometimes willing to
share.
Without Student Activities' Randi Tesman and the help of Mike,
Harry, Henry and John, Coffeehouses wouldn' t be possible
for some of the many regular plars
of Coffeehouse.
Regula rs like Gary O'Nei l who
plays soft rock, such as Dan
Fogelberg, Crosby, Stills, Nash

5. Triple, by Ken Follett. (NAL/Signet, $3.50.) Agents vie for
power in Middle East: fiction.

6. Garfield at Large, by Jim Davis. (Ballantine, $4.95.) Wit
and wisdom of comic strip cat.
-

W orld Research, Inc., th e San
D iego, Califo rn ia-based nonprofit, non-partisan educational
and research group, has announced that it's sponsoring a nationwide art competition among high
school and college st udents to
find a new, bold, identifiable logo
design, according to Barbara
Stevens, promotion director for
World Research. All entries must
b e r eceived by midnight,
December 30, 1080 to be eligible
fo r the $500 Fi rst Prize.
Stevens went on to say that " in
addition to the cash award, there
will be awards of excellence and
hono rable mentions awarded to
runners-up in the competition.
World Research Inc., si nce its
inception in 1969, has been
developing unique and innovative educatio nal materials
designed to sti mu late discussion
of histo rical and cu rrect issues. Its
primary distribution for these
materials· has been high schools,
colleges and universities and each
mailing numbers into the tens of
thousands. " We felt that since our
main objective has been reaching
students that they should share in
helping create and shape our look
and image," added Stevens.
World Research produced the
best-seller book and award winning film - "THE INCREDIBLE
BREAD MACHINE." They have
· also produced two other award
winning films 1 'LIBRA," and more
'recently "THE INFLATION FILE."
i World Research is divided into
two stu'dy areas - Tfie'~C-ampus.

8. Executioner's Song, by Norman Mailer. (Warner, $3.95.)
A true-life novel about Gary Gilmore.

Pho tos b y Jea nne Marie Ahrens
One of the many performers of Coffeehouse

Student Art Contest
Studies Division, w hich resea rches and produces ed ucational
materials and the Ocean Stud ies
Division, which is presently stu dying the preservation and propagation of the endangered abalone
species.
The art competition is open to
all , high schoo l and col lege
students. Students interested in
submitting a logo design should
w rite ART CONTEST, W o rld
Resea rch Institute, Sa n D iego,
Ca liforn ia 92 121 for entrant requ irements and contest details.

SIGMA KAPPA
PHI

and
NU DELTA Pl
Congratulate the
Newlyweds
Joe and Diana
Boeltram
and wish them
much happiness in
the future.

9. Right Stuff, by Tom Wolfe. (Bantam, $3.50.) Heroes and
heroines of America's space program.

"Good
Evening"
Returns to
NJPT
GOOD EVEN ING, the hilarious
comedy by Peter Cood and
D ud ley Moore, will return again
to grace the stage of The New
Jersey Public Theatre. GOOD
EVEN ING, done earlier · in the
theatre's season, returns with all
it's wit, charm, an entertai nment.
Starri ng in this production are
Geo rge Bee;, Richa rd Dom inick,
and Jo n Evano, three gifted comedians w hose credits incl ude acti ng and directorial assignments in
such producti ons as THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA, P.S. YOUR
CAT IS DEA D, WH EN YO U
COMI N BACK, RED RYDER?, and
WOM EN BEH IND BA RS.
Beer, Dom inick, and Eva no
have been touring th roughout
New Jersey wi th GOOD EVEN1NG playi ng before many appreciative audiences. They have
played for social and charitable
organizations as well as regular
theatregoing audiences. Richard
Dominick, the artistic director of
NJPT comments, " It will be really
terrific doing GOOD EVENING
On our stage again. George Beer,
Jon Evano, and myself enjoy this
material immensely and really
hae a terrific time performing it."
GOOD EVENING will run Friday and Saturday evenings at 8:30
p.m. from December 5th to 20th.
For further information call
272-5704. NJPT, 118 South Ave.
E., Cranford, N.J. 07016.

7. The Dead Zone, by Stephen King. (NAL/Signet, $3.50.)
Terror tale of a man who sees into the future: fiction.

------------

10. Memories of Another Day, by Harold Robbins. (Pocket,
$3.50.) Saga of American labor movement: fiction .

New &

Recommended

Black Holes, by Walter Sullivan . (Warner, $2.~:>.) ScientiI
examination of recent astrological discoveries.
Field Guide to the Birds, by Roger Tory Peterson . (Houghton Mifflin , $9.95.) New edition of the classic birding guide.
The Americans, by Alistair Cooke. (Berkley, $2 .95 .) Fifty of
his famous talks on his favorite country.
Association of American Publishers

If you think ou r barmaids are sexy, check out
ou r dancers. Continuous go-go danci ng from
noon until closi"ng.
.,

420 N. Broad Street
Elizabeth, N.J . .
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Future Focus

by Thomas Devaney
During the last twenty five
years, many experimental communities which have tried to implement new methods of group
living have arisen and failed.
Some, however, have survived to
provide examples of fresh social
ideas and novel utilitarian architecture. One such community
is called Arcosanti, and it is this
moment under construction in
the Arfzonan desert near Phoenix.
Arcosanti is based on a concept
called Arcology which is the
brainchild of Italian architect
Paolo Soleri . Arcology is the harmonious integration of ecological
and architectural principles .
Structures built on this principle
will be able to take the greatest
possible advantage of the natural
environment without polluting it
or creating an architectural
eyesore. According to Soleri, the
days of cities like New York and
London are drawing to a close;
they are dying, victims of their
own urban sprawl and internal
decay. Arcology will do away
with traditional haphazard urban
centers and replace them with
well planned living centers better
suited to modern man's needs.
The main living structure of Arcosanti will look like a giant

highrise apartment building laid
on its side and bent into a sort of
boomerang shape. The outside
shell will be constructed of glass
sheets to allow sunlight to heat
the inside. Concrete floors· and
buildings within the main structure will act as heat sinks and hold
in heat which will keep the comm'unity warm in the winter and on
the cold desert nights. There will
also be a 4.5 acre greenhouse at
the base of the main structure that
will help to trap needed heat and
provide moisture for the air. The
moisture, besides supplying the
inhabitants with needed humidity, will also help to keep Arcosanti
cool by being a component in a
natural air conditioning system.
This system will cool the air
through water evaporation at the
top level of Arcosanti. When the
moisture sinks, it will cool the
lower levels.
When it is completed, Arcosanti
will cover about 13 acres and will
house about 5000 people. This
will represent an extremely efficient use of land per square foot
per person as opposed to the
average suburb. To house 5000
people, a suburb would have to
cover 540 acres, 185 of which are
needed for roads and storage for

automobiles. No cars will be used
for transportation within Arcosanti; the only ways of locomotion
will be by foot and elevator.
Soleri also sees Arcosanti's plan
as a way of overcoming the
alienation and fragmentation of
Twentieth Century cities. Though
there will be ample room for the
inhabitants, the closer quarters
and the integrated, purposeful
design will tend to bring people
unavoidably face to face and
eliminate alienation; there will be
greater chances for social interaction with many of the people in
the community. Fragmentation,
when one feels only a part of a
small segment of a city or community, will be avoided, for Arcosanti will be small enough so
that its inhabitants can identify
with it as a whole.
At this point, only 2% of Arcosanti has been completed, but
Soleri feels that if work goes along
as he expects, it should be finished by 2000. vepending on
whether he can get the financial
support promised to him, the
work could be done in as little as
five years. But however long it
takes, what Soleri feels is that he is
just not making a building, he is
making history.

woman~space
by Linda lamer
According-to studies done over
the past few years, math anxiety is
a cpndition that disproportionately affects females and racial
minorities of both sexes. Reports
have shown that female college
students are reluctant to take
courses that require calcul us,
algebra or statistics, and in fact,
cha nge majors to avoid math
prerequisites. Because of their
aversion and fear of math as well
as sex-rol e orientation, women
predominate the fields of social
work, the humanities, music,
education and guidance and
counseling.
It has been noted that once a
person has been frightened by
math, he or she begins to fear all
matters of computation; words
like "proportion", "percnet" ,
"graphs", etc. sets them into a
state of anxiety, as well as simple
cha rts and tables.
Various assumptions exist on
the- causes of math anxiety. One
explanation is that since girls tend
to go for help to their mothers, it
is likely that monthers' math anxiety is passed down to their
daughters. Another belief is that
the ability to do math beyond the
computational stage is based on

spatial relationships ability, and
since spatial relations tests indicate that boys are more skilled
than girls, hence the difference. If
there is a link between spatial

relationships and math ability,
then orie object of math anxiety
workshops would include improvement in or teaching of
spalia l relations ability.
The emotional components of
math anxiety are manyfold. In
therapy it has been noted that
some women are fascinated by
math and science, but go to great
lengths to avoid these interests
becau se they are masculine.
Other women do poorly in math
because they expect to - they
feel the lack of ability and do not
apply themselves. It is felt by
some that if math were taught to
femals through more highly verbal methods with less emphasis
on the spatial ability, more
females would succeed.
Among the techniques used to
reduce mathaphobia, are
remedial sessions where relearning takes place through the
use of games employing math
concepts and development of
spatia l relationships. Attempts are
being made to use methods
duited to personal needs. The

Lunchtime Theatre
The Lunchtime Theatre of Kean College's
Theatre Series (1980-81) will present the
hilarious comedy by Renee Taylor and Joseph
Bologna ,
"LOVERS
AND
OTHER
STRANGERS" today, Thursday, December
11th. The performance will be held in Vaughn
Eames -Room 119 at 12:15pm. Admission price
is 49¢.
The p!ay offers two humoro·us looks into the
sometimes crazy world of relationships and marriage. It illuminates the games we play and the
masks we wear in a way that will make you roll
in the aisles with laughter. So don't miss
"LOVERS AND OTHER STRANGERS" and
have a fun-filled afternoon of Theatre!!

underlying belief among experts is
to unlearn poor early training and

to re-educate. Along with various
methods used is the importance
of personal counseling to reduce
tension and lessen anxiety.
NOTE TO READERS

If you are interested in a math
anxiety-Workshop, please call the
Campus Center for Women at extension 2296, or stop in to see us
in the Bookstore Building.
Important Notice
Up-Coming Woman Talk
Programs Wed. at Noon
Downs Hall
December 17
" How To Lose Weight And

Keep It Off"
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

At the December 17 WOMAN
TALK program , "How to Lose
Weight and Keep It Off, " we will
sponser a holiday celebration. All
members of the Campus Community who ~!lend WOMAN
TALK that day are invited to attend .

Marilyn
Horne
The Marilyn Horne concert in
Wilkins Theatre, December 13, is
almost sold out. If -you do not
have your tickets you can still get
them at the box office. The
Cla ssical Concert Series is
generously funded by Student
Organization, Evening Student
Council, and Graduate Council.
Students with a valid Kean ID can
purchase tickets at $1.00 each to
see international artists.
Marilyn Horne has been a
leading mezzo-soprano of the
Metropolitan Opera since 1970
and is one of the most distinguish. ed internaional performing artists
of our time.
Among her famous recitals is
the one that was nationally
televised with Joan Sutherland in
the series " Live From Lincoln
Center." Marilyn ' s extensive
discography
on
London,
Deutsche Grammophon, Columbia, and RCA records includes a
Gram·my winner.

The State of_ New Jersey requires that the following regulations must be observed. Any
decorations in violation of these
regulations will be removed at the
order of the Fire Warden.Any st ud ent planning to
decorate any area of campus for
the holidays must get the approval
of the Student Activities Office,
College Center 143.
1. No live trees or greens may
be used indoors.
2. Artificial trees or greens must
have evidence that they are fire
retarded or flame proof.
3. If lights are used, all strings of
lights must bear a U.L. label.
4. Use of frayed electrical cords,
damaged plugs, multiple outlets

(octopus plugs) is prohibited .
5. Highly flammable materials
such as cotton batting, straw, dry
vines, leaves, artificial flowers or
sh rubb ery and flam plastic
materials shal l not be used unless
flameproof-, and evidence of the
. flameproofing must be available.
6. Please use foil, not paper, for
cut-outs and similar uses.
7. Decorations must be nonreligiou s in nature and theme.
8. The decorations must be
removed by Dec. 21.
9. There will be a maintenance
charge for cleaning each area that
has been decorated if it is
necessary in the Maintenance
Department's opinion.

Roc.k_'N Roll Trivia
by Pat Hogan

1. Who played Leather Tuscadero on Happy Days?
2. Gery Rafferty performed in what group?
3. Raindrops Keep Falling On My Hedd: Who wrote it, and
sang it in what movie?
4. Booker T. and the MG's were the backup band for what
si nger?
5. Where did Sly Stone get married?
6. What is the all time best selling album to date?
7. What was the number one hit song for the Archies?
8. Who sang the theme song for the T.V. series Baretta?
9. What were the Temptations originally called?
10. What town in Texas does Waylon Jennings sing about?
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TRIVIAL Tl ES
by Alla~ Margolin

1. Name the character played by Leo G. Carroll on The Man
from U.N.C.L.E.?
2. Name the smallest Who in Whoville in How The Grinch
Stole Christmas. Hint: The Grinch gets her water when he wakes
her up.
3. Who sings the title sorfg from the movie Goldfinger?
4. Who does Cad work for on The Underdog Show?
5. What is Sue Richards, of the Fantastic Four's maiden name?
6. Who hosts the Guinness Game?
7. What instrument does Danny play on The Partridge Fami ly?
8. Who played Caracatus Potts in Chitty-Chitty-Bang-Bang?
9. What is Wonder Woman's secret identity?
10. What does Mr. Spacely's company manufacture on The Jetsons?
·
11 . Who did Craig Morris play on Mission Impossible?
12. Who played Benny Goodman in The Benny Goodman
Story?
13. Who played Mrs. Robinson on Lost in Space?
14. Who played Mrs. Robinson in The Graduate?
15. Who hosted Laugh-In?
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TOP 20 ALBUMS PLAYED AT WKNJ

WEEK OF DEC. 8

# 1 Bruce Springsteen - The River (Columbia)
# 2 David Bowie - Scary Monsters (RCA)
# 3 Talking Heads - Remain in Light (Warner Brothers)
# 4 The Clash - Black Market Clash. (CBS)
# 5 Utopia - Deface the Music (Bearsville)
# 6 Queen - The Game (Elektra)
# 7 Dire Straits - Making Movies (Wa rner Brothers)
# 8 Michael Stanley Band - Heartland (EMI)
# 9 Rockpile - Seconds of Pleasure (Columbia)
#10 The Cars - Panorama (Elektra)
#11 Dave Davies - AFLI - 3606 (RCA)
#12 Times Square - Soundtrack (RSO)
#13 Al Stewart - 25 Carrots (Arista)
#14 Bob Welch - Man Overboard (Capitol)
#15 Yes - Drama (Atlantic)
#16 Cheap Trick - All Shook Up (CBS)
#17 Molly Hatchet - Beatin the Odds (CBS)
#18 Paul Simon - One Trick Pony (Warner Brothers)
#19 Elvis Cost~llo - Taking Liberties (Columbia)
#20 Robert Palmer - Clues (Island)
NEW RELEASES

John Lennon - Just Like Starting Over (Geffin)
Madness - Absolutely (Sire)
The Psychedelic Furs - Psycheldelic Furs (Columbia)
Neil Young - Hawks and Doves (Warner Brothers)
Rod Stewart - Passion (Warner Brothers)
Thin Lizzy - Chinatown (Warner Brothers)
The Roaches - Nur<is (Warner Brothers)
Climax Blues Band - Flying t~e Flag (Warner Brothers)
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"RECENT- ACQUISITIONS":
"Recent Acquisitions" to the
Kea n College Collection , an exhibition of twenty-seven workspainting, sculpture, prints, drawings and illustrated books-will be
shown in the Kean College
Gallery; from December 1st
through the 19th, 1980.
This exhibition is an ending to
the events of Kean's 125th Anniversary year and a final tribute
to the year 1980. This presentation includes the outside installation of "81 More"· on permanent
loan from the artist, Tony smitb.
It's a wood maquette consisting of
tetrahedral modules of four feet
forming a triangle with nine units
on a side or a total of 81 triangles,
painted dark red . It was created at
the invitation of the Museum of
Modern Art in 1971. It was
prepared for the college site - in
the circular area between the
Theatre For The Performing Arts
and Vaughn-Eames Hall - by a
grant from the New Jersey State ,

sand books to the Fine Arts
Council on the Arts, in cooperaDepartment has enriched - the
tion with the National Endowment for the Arts, in celebration
library holdings. Two examples
of Kean's 125th Anniversary.
from this group, publications
Also featured in "Recent Acprepared by the artist, Marcel
quisitions" is the Gallery exhibi- · Duchamp and Olidon Redon will
tion, itself combining the art of be included in the exhibition.
Joseph
Stella,
Robert
The College Art Collection conRauschenberg, James Rosenquist, tains over one hundred and thirty
Winslow Homer, Lamar Oodd1
works which are displayed in the
B.J.0. Nordfeldt, Werner Drewes public areas throughout the camand Wj!lter, Darby Bannard with
pus, Zara Cohen, Gallery Direcexamples of historic engravings by tor, says of these "Rece11t AcG. Milbert and Peter Maverick quisitions": "As the art collection
from the New Jersey Collection:
grows, we become more aware of
Founded in 1977 by a bequest, the preservation responsibilities
this collection has a three- which accompany the acquiring
thousand items dealing with and exhibition of these works and
history and culture. It includes our primary function, which is the
rare and out-of-print books, first education of the colJege student
editions, early New Jersey im- and the training of the specialist."
prints, manuscripts, documents,
Robert J. Fridlington, Associate
pamphlets, almanacs, prints,
Professor, History says: "As a state
maps and ephemera which are institution, Kean College has a
housed on the third floor of the special responsibility to preserve
college library.
the heritage of New Jersey and its'
A recent bequest of two thou- people ... The primary purpose of

''THE BR/ DE-''

_Carlo Thomas (bass) as Scratchy
Wilson in "The Bride Comes to
Yellow Sky." ,

by Louis Huber

An interesting and unusual program for voices and assorted instrumental accompaniments was
presented as- part of the Stephen
Crane celebration for a large and
appreciative audience gathered in
Wilkins Theatre on Sunday afternoon, December 7. The program,
which was the culmination of five
weeks of- activities commemorating the life and wo rks of
one of the state's most famous
writers, began with a setting by
James L. Waters of the poem ,
" Thou Art My Love." This was
followed by a cycle of five songs
by John Cimino and Richard
Albagl i a~ the East Coast
premiere of Roger Nixon's opera,
The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky.
Frank Spoto displayed a resonant tenor in the angular melodic
lines of the Waters song. He was
accompanied by a group of stringed and wind instruments conducted by Maestro Joseph Colaneri. The dissonant and
fragmented idiom of Mr. Waters
did not prove particularly compelling on a single hearing. The
Cimino-Albagli collaboration, on
the other hand, proved to ba
fascinating and novel approach to
song writing, for the accompaniment was restricted to the use of---.
percussion (with' the exception of
the final so ng, " War Is Kind,"
which also employed a brief
violi n solo). Mr. Cimino, a
baritone, handled Crane's texts
with great sensitivity and beauty
of tone while Mr. Albagli was
equally adept at his role as accompanist. Both artists were
singularly convincing in the dou- -

Comes To
Kean College

ble roles in which they had cast
themselves.
The latter half of the program
was a fully staged performance of
the one-act opera based on
Crane's short story, The Bride
Comes to Yellow Sky, also performed on December 2nd in the
Newark Public Library . The music
is by Roger Nixon, a thoroughly
practiced craftsmand and professor of musical composistion at
San Francisco State University,
the libretto by literary scholar Ray
B. West, Jr. The lyrical, dramatic
and humorous episodes of the
story line are nicely contrasted,
and much is made out of a few
ideas. It is a work of considerable
charm. If there are occasional
reminiscences of Le Sacre du
Printemps and Billy the Kid,
these are both classics which certainly deserve the respect we
have long been paying them.
v10 reover, they comprise a
reasure house of ideas which will
continue to nourish composers.
Particularly well suited to the
smaller resources of college music
and theater departme.nts, the
opera was given an effective hearing in Wilkins Theatre by the New
Jersey State Opera under the
direction of Maestro Alfredo
Silipigni in conjunction- with the
STephen Crai:ie Month sponsors
and the Evening Student Council,
who with the New Jersey State
Council on the Arts provided the
funding.
As is the case with so many productions (including some in our
great opera houses), the projection of lines and balance of voices
and orchestra were not completely what one would have desired,
yet the audience ·was able ' to
receive an excellent idea of the
viability of the Nixon-West recreation . The small cast and orchestra were again under the -firm
lead_ership of Maestro Colaneri ,
who was making his aebut as
assistant conductor of the State
Opera. Mr. Carlo Thomas impressed this listener with his
opulent bass voice and with the
way he carried out his double-role
assignment as outlaw Scratchy
Wilson and the Saloonkeeper
with the greatest of ease. Other
cast members included soprano
Regina Peters making her operatic
debut as the B1ide, tenor Cornelius Sullivan as Sheriff Potter,
and John Cimino as the Drummer.
Staging was in the capable
hands of Peggy Dunn while
Robert Harper created a simple
but appropriately atmospheric

combination of set pieces. Kudos
to all who participated, especially
to Professor John Bauer, who
presided over the Stephen Crane
Month proceedings with affection
and true dedication . " May his
tribe increase!"

KEAN'S COLLE-C TIONS
ON DISPLAY

the New Jersey Collection is to
make these specialized materials
available to students and scholars
and, by so doing, to stimulate the
interest in and enhance the
understanding of the fabric and
experience of the past." Robert B.
Coon, Chairman of the Fine Arts
Dept. notes: "A college environment should be one which nurtures new ideas and challenges
the mind .. .This exhibition is important for it brings together both
from storage and from various
places on campus more recent
additions so the collection growth
can be more easily grasped."
Not only Is the college indebted
to the donors of "Recent Acquisilions" and the New Jersey Collection, The N.J. State Council on the
Arts, The National Endowment for
the Arts, Barny Snyder, and the art
facult , alumni and students.

They
should
also
give
acknowledgments to those directly involved with "Recent Acquisitions", namely, Joseph Clinton,
Martin Stan Buchner, Wiliam
Dane, Charles Froom, Robert
Fridlington, Daniel Kadish, Don
Lokuta, Douglas Tatton, Stuart
Topper, David Troy, Victor Valla,
John Brzostoski, Jorge Moya,
Eladio Caiozzo, Blaise O'Neil,
Candy Silva and Andy Spindell.
Kean College Gallery is located ·
in Vaughn-Eames Hall, Morris
Avenue, Union, New Jersey.
Gallery Hours are 10:00 a.m. to
2:00 p.m., Monday through
Thursday, with extended hours
5:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m . (This
academic year, a grant from The
Evening Student Council for the
expansion of the Gallery hours
made the exhibition more accessible to the entire community.) Ad.mission is free.

THE KEAN COLLEGE MUSIC DEPARTMENT presents
·
The Kean College Percussion Ensemble
Paul Price, Conductor; Frank Bozak, Flute; Leonard Swanson, Tuba;
Alan Abrahams, Drum-set

Friday, Decemoer 12, 1980 at 8:15 p.m. - Eugene Wilkins Theatre for
Performing Arts - Kean College of New Jersey, Union, N.J.
The program features 3 concerti for percussion and a solo instrument:
Frank Bozak will be flute soloist in DIALOGUE FOR FLUTE & PERCUSSION ·by Heskel Brisman (1973); Leonard Swanson, tuba soloist in
RHYTHMIC CONTOURS (1978) by David Uber; and Alan Abraham,
drum-set soloist in the first performance of his own composition CONCERTO FOR DRUM SET (1980) . Admfssion is free.
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Faster,
funnier and vvilder.
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... it'll knock you out!
CLINT EASTWOOD 1n •~y WHICH WAY YOU CAN" Starring SONDRA LOCKE
GEOFFREY LEVv1S · WILLIAM SMITH · HAARY Gl.W<DINO ond RUTH GORDON as Mo
Executive Froducer ROBERT DALEY · Music Superv,oion SNUFF GARRETT
Music Conducted by STEVE DORFF · Written by STANFORD SHERMAN · W>NAVISION®
Froduced by FRllZ MANES· Directed by BUDDY VAN HORN · Color by DEWXE®
Distributed by WARNER BROS.C)A WARNER COMMUNICATIONS COV1f¥>-NY
ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK AL BUM O N
C'1910 wAANt:11: 8flOS *MC Au. RICH rs Rt:SEltl,l(O
PG PARENTAL GUIDANCE SUGGESTED E[&
WARNEil/ViVA RECORDS &. TAPE S

SO..:MATVtW.MA't'NOTlfsuriMl.t:FOf! ciiu>M.H

OPENING EVERYVVHERE
ON DECEMBER 17TH
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TEENAGERS -I NVADE SLOAN LOUNGE
ROCKIN

\

IN THE
~

AFTERNOO_N
/

•
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by Mike Kinney

The Sloan Lounge was invaded
by five teenagers last Thu rsday
aftern oon, muc h to the delight of
t he stuaents.
In actuality they are a rock and
roll band known as ' 1Joey George
and his Professional Teenagers."
It is compFised of a group incl udi ng four men and a woma n,
all from t he Metropolitan area.
"The Teenagers" consists of
Joey George (guitar, vocals),
Judith O'Brien (vocals), Mark
Dann (bass), Ron Raffeal (drums)
and John Corbo (guitar) who play
mostly original -music written by
George, himself.
The leader exxplained that ~e
had been writi ng music for seven
yea rs now and even recorded a
single which went virtually
unk nown.
The band you witnessed last
week has been'together only one
short month.
This point was rather surprising
as their sound was innovative and
somewhat polished, considering
the amount of time they have
been together.
Their style of play was strictly
rock and roll and the original
material showed great promise for
a possible album in the future.
George menti'oned that their
surpris_e appearance in the lounge
was primarily for promotional
reasons, claiming the band woud
love to play a Spring concert here
as an opening act.
The band has performed in
such N.Y. clubs as Folk City and
Kenny's Castaway's and is currently appearing at Happy Time
Saloon ever Saturday in
December.
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"Another One Bites The Dust" the Indy staff sadly announces the betrothal of 2 of its former staff members. 8" x 10" portraits available for $10.00 each. Inquire
to P"n 111 Staff, Independent, Kean College, Union, N.J.
·

Strange creatures from Outer Space landed at Kean Colege In time for ace photographer to get itss picture. Reportedly the strange creature repeated something
continuously that sounded Hke "Fucked Again."
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GEGA, BEV.· HIT WI-T H "SPOOFS ''

by Mike Kinney
In the past few weeks The Independent has received several
congratulatory letters concerning
a trio of students who have been
supplying laughter to the airwaves
of WKNJ .
One particular letter contained
a referral to the Indy to write a
story about Garret Gega, Joe Bev
_and Russel Stokes, the three men
of previous mention .

by John Doyle

It voiced the opinion that their
"Stoke's Spoofs" aired Tuesday
evenings, following the 5:00 news
might be a newsworthy article.
Well, we at the Indy Feature ·
Department thought so too, so
this student spent some time last
Wednesday interviewing Gega
,and Bev. It was not, in truth, a real
interview though, as the majority
of the speaking was done by Garret and)oe.

laborated on future ideas.
·'Although we do ad-lib at
The. two began the conversation
by telling of the construction and
Garret introdvced that the times during the taping, what we
evolvement of their radio spoofs.
diversity of Joe's voices greatly ad- perform is actually from a devised
Gega mentioned this type of proded to the variety of the spoofs.
script", stated Joe.
gram had been on his mind eve111
Thus, the merger was complete,
Bev also explained this type of
before his September arrival to
as the two young men introducd
program could expand further,
the station.
their ideas the following Tuesday. perhaps outside of college and in" Russel Stokes asked me to do
" Russ liked the new idea so to professional radio .
the 5:00 and 6:00 news for his
much that he asked us to air two
In a serious tone he claimed,
show, and that's where it all
separate tapes for the 2:00 and " radio today is much too conser5:00 news" , proclaimed Gega:
started." He exclaimed that this
vative. It is afraid to try new ideas
excitement over his initial
He then added " He has really . for fear of failure. The producers
newscast spurred Russel to calm
been great about the whole thing in radio want instant success tohis nerves by telling him to relax
as he understands this is not only day, so they are afraid to take time
and basically use any style he
positive for us, but for the and effort to establish a new
wished on the air.
popularity of his show as well."
listening audience."
Joe Bev then elaborated · by
"These first interactions with
The two conveyed the feeling
Russ immediately got n:,e thinking
stating, "We have built somewhat that they are more than willing to
about the next week's spot", said
of a character of Russ from these take the time -in order to ~ain
the junior S.T.M . major.
- shows. People who don't even listeners here at Kean.
That such program-consisted of know him, probably have a good
And by the feedback that the
several impersonations which
mental picture from our descrip.'. station has received, as well as us .
lions."
astonished Stokes, whereupon
here at The Indy, their time may
"The Main Man' r asked Garret if
Moments later, the one and on- • have arrived.
he could include them in all
ly Mr. Stokes, strolled into the lob-Such spoofs · as "Hermit The
by just long enough to add a few Frog for President", "The Odd
following _spots . .
Father", and "Dr. Sigmund
Garret then claimed, "New of his own comments.
ideas began to flow, although I
"Sure I like it. It makes my show Fraud" have received high acmore interesting and people en- claim from students.
personally felt my certain
characterizations might be joy it. These guys are really pretty
Joe explained that Garret and
somewhat limited ."
talented and I hope they continue himself work so easily together
Enter Joe Bev.
to do it. Exclusively on my show,"
because they think so much alike.
Garret met Joe in a fairly in- stated the D.J . amidst an array of " It's unbelievable how we can
teresting manner which the latter
laughs and jeers from the two have so much in common", ·
' stated Bev.
spoke Qf. " One day in early Oc- comedians.
tober I was talking with someone
As closing statements -the two
at the station, and it just so hapAs Russ left, the two correlated agreed on such goals as " Radio
pened that I was doing imper- on a more serious thought. " It' s Theatre" and the recruitm ent of
. sonations. Garret happened to
not just fun and games," they new talent for future programs.
hear me and immediately became mentioned, "for along with being
So it is evident that we feel that
interested in them for the pro- funny we hope to establish a very the Garret Gega, Joe Bev " Stokes
gram ."
polished professional type crea- Spoofs" is, in fact, newsworthy.
From there, it was an uphill tion ."
Why not find out personally by
listening next Tuesd'ay ·at 5:00 to
climb as Bev showed several
.To assure this professional
scripts to his present, partner, and touch, Gega explained the use of · WKNJ, 90.5 F.M. and laugh for
from th;it point the pair col- sound effects and a written script.
yourself.

LENNON'S [AST ALBUM REVIEWED

It's been four long years since

John Lennon 's last relea sed
material ("Shaved Fish"), which
is a collection of his greatest hits
and six still-longer years since his
last original album titled "Walls
and Bridges".
Now, John, · accompanied by
his wife, Yoko Ono, has greeted
us with a brand new L.P.
"Double Fantasy" is a combinati~m of Lennon, Ono material
as they evenly split the rights to
fourteen new songs.
The former Beatie begins the
album with " Starting Over"
which is presently a hit single.
After first listeni ng to this cut,
po~sibilities of Jeff Lynne and
E. L.O. in production assistance,
come to mind. The partiqilar style
and arrangement of this top-ten
hit convey that attitude, although
it is not the case at all.
It would be only a dream for
Lynn_e to have a chance at working with the ex Beatie.
The next cut on this album of

delights is written and sung by
Yoko, and entitled " Kiss Kiss
Kiss" . It can definitely be placed
in the category of " New Wave",
as the majority of his new
originals can.
Her lyrics leave something to be
desired, at times, but the music's
driving beat keeps one's attention
as it is pleasing to the ear.
Other highlights on this Geffen
Records_ release are " Cleanup·
Time", "G ive Me Something",
" I' m Losing You" , · " Watching
The Wheels", " I' m Your Angel"
and my prediction as the next
si ngle, " Woman" .
It has been a long wait for this
new album, but it' s been well
worth it.
The former Beatie and wife,
have come out of retirement, and
have carved another new and appreciated groove in the records of
rock history.
There is something for everyone
on this album, from " Rand B", to
" mellow" and " new wave" rock .
It is strongly recommended that

you go out and pick up this fine
recording.
Bravo John and Yoko!
· Editors Note
Last Monday evening while this
page was being prepared for printing, we at The Indy discovered

I

Clifford, Stu Cook, Tom Fogerty
and lead singer-songwriter, J.C.
Fogerty.
Well now, just in time fc;>r
Christmas, Fantasy Records has
relased a live album, recorded at
The Royal Albert Hall in London
in 1970.'
This L.P. contains all your old
favorites such as·: " Down On The
Corner", " Proud Mary", " Bad
Moon Ri si ng" and " Who' ll Stop
The Rain".
It' s all Creedence too. Their
rowdy, foot-stomping style is captured splendidly on this new
vinyl.
So, if you are into good old rock
and roll, do not miss out on this
latest release of fresh, live music
from C.C.R.

than appropriate to include his
last album review in our issue.
We are sure that the students of
Kean College will join us in our
sorrow, but at the same time,
celebrate the memory of one of
the greatest musical geniuses of
our time.

EQUAl
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DESIGNERS

Creedence Live Revival
by Paul Konovodoff
Creedence Clearwater Revival
is a band that has virtually been
forgotten , now that we have
entered the 80' s. Most people
don't remember the fact that
C.C.R. was one of the most
popular rock n' roll bands of the
late 60' ~ and early 70's.
What
made
them
so
remarkable is the · fact that they
released only five albums which
all received " platinum" status.
This is something not accomplished by many in the world of rock.·
While most bands were in the
studios, adding orchestration and
sound effects, C.C.R. was using
the basic drums, bass, lead and
rhythm guitars.
· The band consisted of Doug

the shocking n~ws that John Lennon had been shot and killed in
front of his New York home.
This newest release by John and
wife Yoko was selected days
before the incident by feature
writer John Doyle. Thus, the
editorial staff felt it would be more

FOR MEN AND WOMAN
ROSANNE AND TOM
FORMERLY OF MR TOAD HAIRCUTTERS
WOULD LIKETO ANNOUNCE THE o·PENING OF
THEIR OWN SALON LOCATED AT
1185 MORRIS AVE. UNIQN N.J.·
PfiONE 686-3525
TUES-THUR 10-6 FR1 ·1Q-7 SATURDAY8-3=30

n
•

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
S5.00 OFF ALL PERMS .
S2.00 OFF ALL CU TS

wrth this- coupon o n1y
no_w unti I Dec. 31 1980
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INDY EXCLUSIVE: BISHOP REVIEW
.

by Mike Kinney
The Ritz Theatre on E. Jersey St.
in Elizabeth opened its newly
renovated doors to a rock and
rollin crowd last Wednesday,
Dec. 3rd.
The crowd, although somewhat
small, was treated to one dynamic
billing including Sam The Ba.nd,
Henry Paul and headline guest,
The Elvin Bishop Band .
The folks down at The Ritz are
hoping to acquire a new image as
_a truly fine theatre for rock and

HOWDY
KEAN

ELVIN
BISHOP

roll. By first indication of the
remodeling, and of course the
show, take this fans word for it.
They have succeeded!
The evening started with local
favorites. "Sam The Band" whom
you may be familiar with from
playing several nightclubs in the
area, which they frequent.
Sams ... 20-30 minute performance consisted of quite a bit of
the material from their first
recorded work, entitled "Play It
Again Sam".
The band was a replacement for
"Cowtown" who were originally
scheduled to begin the night's
festivities.

Their unique rock, jazz, r & b
styl,e was a respectable prelude to
the more renowned sounds of the
featured artists. And while they
were politely accepted by the less
than half-fi lled crowd, (The Ritz
sits approximately 2,700) their
departure deemed of no consequence, as the majority of the fans
were seemingly (and under~tandably) of country, western rock
preference.
_
This preference was no sooner
thought of then filled as Henry
Paul and his band filed onto the •
stage.
The singer-songwriter came
equipped with a group consisting
of Bill Crain (guitar), Ron
Delafasso · (guitar), Barry •,Rapp
(keyboards), Wally dentz (bass),
Bill Hoffman with Monty Elhoff
(drums) and Jack Daniels (liquid
inspiration).
The former " Outlaw" and his
gang greeted the enthusiastic crowd with one of their recent
hits titled "Higher and Higher".
This tu[le which was highlighted
by the guitar-works of Crain and
Delafasso, was immediately
_followed by ·'Lonely Dreamer"
which can be found on " Grey
Ghost", the debut release of the
band.
After the first several songs, Paul
himself grabbed his own guitar as
t he boys exploded with "So
Long", the fir~t hit single from
their 79 release.
The now ecstatic crowd was
treated to streaking solos by all
three pickers as well as an
"Outlaw" style guitar lineup as·
the trio simply "let loose" to the
Elizabeth crowd.
The 8 minute number resulted

.

.

~

...

.

to view the show from another
in empty seats so each person in
the house stood and cheered their
angle. /
Behind the scenes there was a
heroes. This exhuberence prompted the lead singer to thank his
present aura that these " goodfans and propose a " J.D." toi:jst to . old" boys had brought their ab-"the home of rock and roll ; New
solute finest to our humble state.
Jersey."
But there was more to come.
The proceeding song was one Much more, in fact, as The Elvin
written by occasional member Jim Bishop Band took charge approxFish, called " Hot Shot".
imately 30 minutes later.
"This is a song about sittin in - With his entourage of seven,
the cold with a little Jack Daniels the Tulsa native definitely came
and a fittble Black Label", ex- outfitted with his "Raisin Hell" athorted H.P. to his jubilant au- titude as the band opened the
dience.
headline show with that tune.
After introducing his troupe,
Clad in a plaid shirt, worn jeans
Henry and company leaped into and work boots, Elvin was
" Smack Down In The Middle Of prepared to exhibit a totally loose,
Nowhere" , a rock sizzler by all free flowing show which is just
means, highlighted by the guitar what evolved.
genius of Bill Crain.
Such tunes as " Hold Me
"Knoxville Girl" came as a Twice" , "Midnight Creeper" and
pleasant surprise as it was "Strutti n My Stuff" clearly
featured on the first O utlaw L.P. depicted their type of music that
Being a former member, Paul cleverly combines country-rock
would rather disassociate himself witli rhythm and blues.
with the past, so it-is not too often
Quite a few of the band's riffs
you will hear him play such a were a fantastic correlation bettune. But it sure was nice!
ween driving guitar solos by
TVIO of the later members of the Biship and Gary Vogeusen , as
near-hour show were "Whiskey well as spectaculor sax arTop" and "Grey Ghost".
rangements by Jerry McKinney
, In the former, the artist explain- and Terry Hauck.
ed; "We're not trying to promote
Among the first several songs of
any bad habits, but some of the the performance whi'ch included
boys back here really like it."
''Tulsa Shuffle" , ." Southern
The latter is a tribute to deceas- D reams" and " Feel It",
ed l ynrd Skynrd lead singer Ron- "Struttin .. ." received the most
nie Van Zandt who perished in a notable acclaim from the crowd
which had dwindled slightly prior
plane crash two years ago.
After their two encore perfor- to Bishop's arrival. "Struttin ... " is
mance, the Ritz crowd attitude a very popular single which can
was mainly t hat they had witness- be found on an album entitled
"The South's Greatest Hits ed one exciti ng concert.
Prior to the described encores, Volu me II".
W ith Elvi n at the helm, the
this writer along with accomplice
Bob O'Connor stepped backstage band was determined to offer an

enthusiastic gig, regardless of the
crowd's size. The audience, too,
was red-hot as each individual
tune· was climaxed by wild,
agreeable response.
The guitarist-vocalist apparently
sensed this mutual energy as he
occasionally flashed smiles to his
musicians and backstage hands,
signifying everything was moving
just fine as far as he was concerned.
At bne point he barked : " All
you New Jersey people out there;
Get up. Get up and Raise Hell.
We're gonna turn it up just a little
bit louder now!"
That they did, as the band
churned out rocker after rocker,
much to the supreme delight ~f
the fans.
The greatest reaction occurred
some 50 minutes into the show as
they offered "Fooled Around And
Fell In Love." By far their most
prolific single to date. Sung by
picker Vogeusen, the ballad ended in a thundering applause.
"Let's Break Down" marked
the concert's conclusion, sending
the musicians to the dressing
room.
The crowd would accept
nothing of the sort, as chants of
Elvin, Elvin ... along with the
popular foot-stomping and matchlighting persuaded the boys to encore fo r the fans.
The Elvin Bishop Band supplied
a rsoundi ng close to a superb eveing of music at The Ritz.
If this may be an example of
things to come in Elizabeth, put
your rocking shoes on to head
down to E. Jersey St. For this was
one good show! One damn good
show!

HENRY PAUL-ELVIN BISHOP AT RITZ
by Mike Kinney
and Bob O'Connor
Through tlie ultimate courtesy
of The Ritz Theatre, especially
part-owner. Lenore Popiel, The
Indy was granted an exclusive interview with rock star Elvin
Bishop.
We are particularly grateful to
Elvin and his band who gave us
their time, immediately following
the showcase performance
Wednesday Night, Dec. 3rd.
Indy will represent questions
asked by either Kiney or O'Connor wbile EB will, of course,
signify answers by Elvin Bishop.
EBB will represent an answer by
any other band member, unless
specifica ll y noted .
Well , here it is!
Indy: Hey, how you guys doing? Great show, you guys were
really hot!
EB.: Thanks man. You guys
from the college paper?
Indy: Yeah . (it took awhile to
answer that one!)
EB.: Well then, sit down and
shootJ
Indy: Where's the band off to
from here?

EB: We've got a gig up in_
Boston tomorrow night, then
we'll be hitting a lot of the East
Coast until about Dec. 22. We
wind up- in New York.
Indy: What' s the story on a new
album? ·
EB: Well right now, we're not
doing much but hanging loose
and taking everything in stride.
More than likely though', we'll
have a fresh cut sometime in the
spring.
Indy: What is your view of the
Jersey crowds in general?
EB: Hey we get payed to play so
we play. No man, we get off on
what feels good and we just feel
real good playin here.
Indy: How do you guys feel
about playing in front of a fairly
small crowd like tonights?
EB: Hey, like I said if it feels
good we play our dam nest! It really don' t matter how many people
are out there.
At this point the boys were
breaking into a fresh case of Buds
and a bottle of Jack. We were
politley urged to drink up.
Indy: Let us ask you a question .
What's your view of the new

bands such as Pun k, New Wave,
etc. who although inferior, are
gaining high recognition around
here.
EB: Big shit! Hey, new wave is
what's happening today and we
. really don't want to hear much of
it. We'll just keep on playin our
music - and lovin it!
Right now the band is sitting
around the dressing room yelling
between each other and basically
just winding down after the performance.
EB: (to sax player, Terry Hauck)
-Hey whay don't you shut up and
give me a beer your damn fool!
T.H.: .................. ! Hey don't
print that! (Sorry fans!)
Indy' What do you think about
a new resurgence of country
rock?
EBB: Hey, it's growing. For instance there's a station out in
Frisco (currently their home base)
that's playing nothing but ·it. Of
course we like it!
Indy: What do you guys consider as your major influence in
music?
EB: C'mon bro, there's eight
guys in this room . How in hell do
you expect one answer.
Indy: Sort of a dumb question,
huh?
,
EB: Yep!
EBB: No, really I feel it's safe to
say our roots are from old r s b.
That's our main passion.
EB: I like sleeping under the
newspaper in Central Park.
Indy: How do you guys feel
about having only one major hit
in your career. ("Fooled
Around" ... )
EB: That's the way of the world.
Put your hand up against reality.
• We ain't going bankrupt. We're
doing okay.
Indy: That's the old college
spirit.
EBB: Hey my life hasn't always

been the big party it is now!
Indy: U ndersta ndable enough.
Hey anyway you are the guys
maki ng the bucks. W e' re doing it
for nothing.
EBB: Well I can relate to you
college boys. About as close as
we get to college boys in San
Quentin.

EBB: Paint Thinner.
EB: You actually asked that
question? You are one gullible litt le bastard! Actually Bud and Jack
are our life-blood.
Indy: Hey you know-you guys
have a pretty big following around
here. A lot more people would
liked to have been here.
(l HO 5 T

"

. Indy: Do you guys go into each ,
show with a specific play-sheet or
anything?
EBB: No, actually we just play it
by ear. Elvin calls the shots as he
sees them each night.
Indy: It's just too bad this concert was scheduled earlier for bigger publicity reasons.
EB: Things happen like that. It's
now our job.
I ndy: What do you guys feel
about people like us who bother
you for your time?
EB: It'll all be a blur to you in
the morning anyway. So don't
worry about it!
EBB: Why don't you ask us
what our favorite drug is?
Indy: Okay, what's your
favorite drug?

EB: Serves Em right to suffer!
Hey we can't help everybody.
You know if a frog had wings he
wouldn't have to bump his little
green butt on the ground .
·
Indy: With that we'll leave you
guys, it' s been really great and
thanks for your time.
EBB: Allright man, anytime! See
you around.
Indy: Thanks for the brew!
Good party.
EB B: You oughta catch us when
we're really having a party. Now
that's something.
With that the two Indy
reporters made our way to the
door with one basic feeling between us. What a great bunch ot
guys! And what a terrific night at
The Ritz!
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ACROSS

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
23
24
25
28
32
33
34
35
37

38
42
45
46
47
49
50

Gershwin rote
- - precedent
TheatricatgRuze
Greet - - day
Final
Model 's asset
Cinema cameo
Common French
verb
Mayflower passenger
Pretty posies
Youngster
Sign of spring
Type of roof
Hi-fi cabinet
Have - - at
French article
Sharp-cornered
Brown algae
- - Madureira,
Brazil
Contest competer
Party member:
Abbr.
Mil. school
Founder of
anthroposophy,
Rudolf - Take care of
Role for Renata
Scotto
Honshu monastery

ANSWER T

51 Conrad novel :
12 Words of comPhrase
prehension
58 Blood of the
13 Kind of wear
gods
21 Waterfowl
59 Comb. form
22 Weighing ma:.
meaning stone
' chine: Suffix
60 "Twittering
25 Fashions
machine"
26 Instrument
painter
27 Actor Nick
61 --Apso
29 Bread spreads
62 Fifth man
30 Jousting weapon
63 Short letter
31 Clear a tape
64 Anagram for
36 path
boles
39 " - - Dance"
65 Quality
by Grieg
66 American inven- 40 Submarine captor, James - tain of fiction
41 Dover desserts
DOWN
42 Muscle
1 Some are salad 43 Challenge for
2 " ... paradise
mountain
climbers
3 Time, occasion: 44 Word with up
Scot.
48 Cause irritation
4 Candy, in the
51 Bunker or
Cotswotds
Murray
5 Now look!
52 She loved
6 Protracts
Narcissus
7 Scarlett 's
53 Whale hunter of
fiction
home
8 Word with North 54 Martin nickname
55 Author and
or South
9 Frugal
director Kazan
10 Gigantic struc- 56 Delegate
ture
57 Homophone for
11 Clears
seize
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CAMPUS QUOTES .

GET IT TOGETHER

bv Dwight Graham
"T\-\'E.R\;.

N\:.'JR\ A

iYJU. l'\a"\~>'1 1'1(1\( \
·

4CMOS7 ,ft\l'f/.-YfWA
""'"· OME 0/C
EVER;cTH,HG

HAPP£NS l!T
THIS ./VICE I

EE

u

THIS GAME IS SIMILAR TO THE"FINDA-WORD" PUZZLES SEEN IN POPULAR
MAGAZINES. THE O NLY D IFFERENCE
HERE IS YOU' RE TIMID . ALLOW
YOURSE LF 2½-3 •MINUTES TO FIND' 15
HIDDEN WORDS IN THE BOX BELOW.
LOOK DIAGONALLY, HORIZONTALLY,
VERTICALLY AND BACKWARDS FOR
THE TERMS. THfS WEE K'S TOPIC WORDS ASSOCIATE D WITH THE HOLIDAY SEASON . GOOD LUCK - HAVE
A HAPPY HOLI DAY; AND SEE YOU IN
THE SPRING .

ASPREGNAMASS
BCNIOT RE EDUC
RHXO J AUTUM N A
ARWAWO P RTCCN
NIK PMU PNKHTD
J SN O MQ I T O EOL
RTZPFW K PPSYE
A PKT IP M Z X TDS
LQFTGH O STNEA
NLCIGA YYNUSR

S H F C AN EAN T T X
XTRETN IWOSRF
Look for: YOM KIPPER, GHOST, (Christmas) TaEE, (Candy) CANE,
MANGEi, CHRIST, ~UTUMN, WINTER, SNOW, CANDl.fS, POMPKIN (Piel, CHESTNUTS, TUUEY, WITCH, Glfl,

,,

COLLE.GE CARTOON
'ON- RES/OENJ' S TU.
Y THE DO

... WHEN HE RETURNED
T O TNE i.OT,1 /./IS CAR
WAS GONE ...

~'

~ -

~~

by Joe Bev

.. . r # EN SI-IE QUIETLY
ASl<Eb HIM TO LEAVE . •.

.•• HE VIS/TEI) HIS GIRL I

£RIES 0
I T TED rO

APP/U)VA
TS TN-47
WL.Y HAPP.

•
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ATTENTION

PUB POLICY
PITCHERS OF BEER AND CARAFES OF
WINE WILL BE SOLD UNTIL 12:30 A.M.
"PUB" TIME. IT MUST BE UNDERSTOOD
THAT THE BEER MUST BE FINISHED BY
1:00 A.M. "PUB" TIME OR IT WILL
BE TAKEN AWAY. NO PITCHERS OR
CARAFES WILL BE SOLD AFTER
12:30 A.M.
A NYONE CAUGHT TAKING A PITCHER
OR CARAFE OUT OF THE PUB WILL BE
BARRED PERMANENTLY.
L
-PUB MANAGER
C.C.B. Sunday Night Movies
presents:

DUSTIN
HOFFMAN

Kramer
vs.
· Kramer

You are cordially
invited to attend a
" Winter Festival" ,
sponsored by Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority
Inc. This is a social for
the Association for the
Advancement of t he
Mentally Handicapped,
and if you are interested
in people with special
need s you are welcome
to join us.
The Place
Dining Room II I

Exodus Gospel Choir
will celebrate
" Christmas in Song"
on Thursday, December
11, at 8:00 p.m. and
extends an invitation
to the entire college
community to join them.
Guest choirs will perform
at this moving holiday
event . Please come out
and make t his program
a success. Refreshments
will be served following
the program.

The Time
7:30 - 11 :00 pm.
The Date
December 13, 1980
The Donation
$2.00

Downs H all
8:00 p .m.
Thursday,
December 11, 1980
Free Admission
All Are Welcome

C!QP.l!!!&~e£!!1v~mont

. The Outing
from Jan. 4
-12th, 1981 (Sunday to Sunday).
This trip includes skiing (downhill & cross-country) ice-skating & hikmg.
. For you cross-country skiers, you can go skiing right in the backyard
because the house is on 5 acres of land.
The rent for the week is approximately 40 dollars. The house is huge
and includes kitchen, dining area, 2 living rooms, 2 bathrooms, piano,
fireplace and sleeps 16 people comfortably.
The house is 5 miles from the nearest town and about 15 miles from
the ski areas.
If you are interested in going on this great trip to Vermont, cQme to
the Outing Club Meeting on Tuesdays at 1:40 - J-132 or call Lori - 751-0297 or Doug - 527-2866
All Are Welcome

WE NEED:

.,.he beat movie of the year,.
A movie to enrich your llfe.•
time:_ 7:30

place: T.P.A.
price: .25•

Earthquake Victim Jtelief Drive
Mr. Chenard of Catholic Relief Services, 1011 First
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022, has authorized Mr.
.Benjamin Mark, President of " 1776 Club Inc." to ha_v e
funds for the Italian earthquake victims sent to Union
County Savings Bank, 320 North Broad Street, .
Elizabet h, N .J . 07207. Kindly make checks payable to
" Funds For I t alian Earthquake Victims" C/O Union
County Savings Bank" (Special Account).
'

The Evening Student Council
Cordially Invite All
Part-Time and Evening
Students to Attend its First
Winter Dinner Dance ·held at
The Clinton Manor, Route 22,
Union, New Jersey

Tickes are $12.50 per Person
and are on sale in
The College Center, CC-114

A snotty bellboy, a gay fireman, a mute violinist (fireman),
a businessman, another businessman, a neurotic invalid, a young
operator, an experienced operator/nurse, an executive/policeman,
a killer-type/grocery boy

AUDITIONS! for Lunchtime Theater
"THE STILL ALARM" by George S. Kaufman and
"SORRY, WRONG NUMBER" by Lucille Fletcher
Dec. 15th (12:00-3:00)
Dec. 16th (1:40-4:00)
VE-119

EVERYONE IS WELCOME!

''C-R OS-S ED WIRES''
SPEC. ED . DRAMA

Project PRETEACH announces the presentation of " Crossed
Wires" , an educational drama that will stimulate some of the symptoms experienced by learning disabled children. Through a series of interactions that play also demonstrates the dynamics involved between
parent, teachers, child study team members, and administrators will explore issues highlighted by the play. You will also have an opportunity
to interact wit h panel members.
Date: December 11, 1980 - Thursday,
Time: 7:30 10:00 P.M.
Location: Kean College of NJ, Wilkins Theatre, Morris Avenue,
Location: Union, New Jersey 07083.

Open to Administrators - Faculty - Students - Community.
Tickets are free but NECESSARY. Tickets available in PRETEACH .
Office - CSI 113 and at The Wilkins Theatre Box Office.
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Reading
Services
atKean

Transco
ARTISTS. MODELS NEEDED - Establi shed art school.
Portrait, clothed, figure,
life. Male and female . Call
273-9121 for information.

Former legal secretary, a
quick and efficient typist,
wishes to do typing at home
for students. IBM Selectric
typewriter. Please call
JoAnn at 276-6713. $1. per
page.

1969 Chevy Impala with 327
Engine. Excellent running condition. Includes air conditioning &
Craig 8 Track/FM Stereo. $300
firm. Call 527-2908.
·

Bruce Springsteen tickets.
Best seats, all cities. ALMOSr°
BACKSTAGE, P.O. Box 575,
South Orange, N.J. 07040.
964-6180.
All
Shows

For twenty years, the Reading Clinic of the Kean College
Child Study Institute has been serving children and adults
with reading disabilities.
Several programs are available in which diagnostic tests
are given to determine academic strengths and weaknesses
and remediation is provided to supply the necessary instruction and to correct educational deficiencies.

Service to adults:
Includes extensive private diagnostic and remedial services.

•

Services to children include:
Screen tests, diagnostical service, remedial service, -immediate diagnosis, private tutoring, and a tutor list.
In addition, the Reading Clinic offers summer programs.
Call (201) 527-2351 for more information.

S.A.Y. (Student Assisting You)
Lois Richardson, Director ·
Student Activities Building
527-2082
The S.A.Y. Program is designed to provide.maximum support services to students and to facilitate interperson~l communication among members of the college community. It is
based on the idea that students can help other students in a
variety of ways and can become active .contributors to the
college community. S.A.Y. student» can work in aca'.demic
departments as peer counselors and advisors or ca.n offer
trained services in a number of -d.epartm~nts and offices.
S.A.Y. is open to any interested student who demonstrates
sincere motivation and commitment. To join, contact Lois
· Richardson or your department chairperson.

Distribution Center
Steady Employment
Part Time
$4.50/hr.
Whse. Order Selectors
Afternoons - Evenings
Apply in Person
Sunday Thru Friday
A&P Complex
8 Hr. Shifts Flexible
8:30 AM - 4 PM
Transco Service Corp.
35 Brunswick Avenue
Edison, N.J.
An Equal
Opportunity Employer

Senl $1.00 for copy of our new
Catalog of academic research
papers. Quality unsurpassed.
Authors' Research Services
407 South Dearborn St., Suite
6001, Chicago, Illinois 60605
(312) 922-0300

t----------------1973 VW Super Beetle
Semi-Automatic Transmission; 70,000 miles; good
mileage and mechanical
cond.; AM/M 8-track radio; 2
new snow tires; Contact
Steve Cohen at 527-2229.

HIGH EARNINGS FREE
TRAVEL BENEFITS
National Travel and
Marketing seeks Highly
Motivated Individual to
represent its Collegiate
Travel Vacations on your
campus. No exp. nee. will
train.
Call (212) 855-7120 or Write
Campus Vacation
Associations
26 Court St., Brooklyn,
N.Y. 11242

iSGOINGON..

Thursday, December 11, 1980
9:00 - 4:00 pm
NJ Mini Conference on Aging
Omega Psi Phi
Blood Drive
10:00 - 5:00 pm
12:00 - 4:00 pm
. Black Students Union
3:00 - 11:00 pm
Graduate Student Council Holiday Party
6:30 - 7:30 pm
Girl Scouts
Evening Student Council Coffeehour
7:00 - 8:00 pm

7:40 - 10:10 pm
Alpha Theta Pi
8:00 - 11:00 pm
Exodus Gospel Choir Christmas Concert
6:00 - 11:00 pm
Phi Epsilon Kappa
7:00 - 11:00 pm
Coffeehouse
Friday, December 12, 1980
1:00 - 3:00 pm
PROUD Dance Rehearsal
1:40 - 3:00 pm
Illustrated Lecture - Dr. Hacke
4:30 pm
Student Council Meeting
7:30 pm
Evening Student Council
9:00 pm
Swing Phi Swing DiscQ
Saturday, December 13, 1980
•
9:00 - 2:00 pm
Phi Beta Sigma Disco
Sunday, December 14, 1980
12:00 noon
Mass
3:00 - 7:00 pm
Lambda Theta Alpha
7:30 pm
CCB Film: " Kramer vs. Kramer" 25' admission
Monday, December 15, 1980
6:30 • 8:30 pm
Bilingual Dinner - Ed Arts & Systems
'8:00 • 11 :00 pm
Lambda Theta Phi Meeting '
8:30 pm
Kean Bowling & Team Christmas Party
Tuesday, December 16, 1980
1:40 - 2:55 pm
Placement " Dialogue with Company Representative"
Christian Fellowship
School of Ed. Curriculum Committee
Cuban Committee
CEC
Outing Club
Psych Club
Pre-Law Club
Assoc. for Computer Machinery
Jewish Student Union
Political Science
International Student Assoc.
Political Science Club
Grub Street Writer
5:00 - 11:00 pm
Black Student Union
First Aid Squad
7:40 - 10:10 pm
Sigma Kappa Phi
Sigma Beta Chi
Rho Theta Tau
Zeta Delta Pi
Outing Club
Delta Sigma Pi
Lambda Chi Rho
8:30 pm
Evening Student Council Semester Party
1:40
Fasa Meeting
Wednesday, December 17, 1980
12:00 noon
Woman Talk
12:15 pm
Mass
5:00 - 7:00 pm
PROUD Dance Rehearsal
6:00 - 10:00 pm
Spanish Cultural & Social Club
Christmas Representation
8:00 - 1:00 am
Spanish Cultural & Social Club
Christmas Party
1:30 - 4:30 pm
Cuban Committee
10:00 pm
Residents Association
8:30 - 11:00 pm
Evening Student Council

Little Theatre
Downs Hall
Sloan Lounge
Grill Room
Browsing Room
J-138
Hutchinson, Bruce
Lobbies
Room A
Dining Rms. II & III
RoomB
Sloan Lounge
Whiteman Center
Little Theatre
Alumni Lounge
Meeting Room A
Grill Room
·college. Center
Whiteman Center
Meeting 'Room B
Little Theatre
Dining Room III
Browsing ·Room
Alumni Lounge
J-100
J -101
H-122
W-200
J-137
J-132
J-335
J-103
CSS-104
Dougall Hall
J-130
J-102
J-130
Dougall Hall 20
Grill Room
W-215
J-133
J-336
T-207
·C-218
J -132
B-210
Dining Room II
Alumni Lounge
VE-112
Alumni Lounge
Whiteman Center
Whiteman Center
Little Theatre
College Center Caf.
Browsing Room ·
Whiteman Center
Alumni Lounge
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~~
Rogers: 45th Heisman Winner
Dec. 11 , 1980

by Mike Kinney

In one of the least publicized
Heisman · Ceremonies in the
awards illustrious history, South
Carolina running back George
Rogers was presented the bronze
statue, signifying him as the 4th
recipeint of college football's
highest prize.
As usual, the winner was announced in New York's famous _
Downtown Athletic Club, but far
from usual, . Rogers was not
heralded to the heights of his
· predecessors.
There are several existing fac-
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tors concerning this, so let's
glance at just a few.
1) South Carolina is a far throw
from such nationally acclaimed
schools as Notre Dame, U.S.C. ,
Alabama, Michigan, Penn State,
etc.
2) Rogers is a black running
back from a southern school. No
such player has ever received the
coveted Heisman.
3) Probably the most important
factor of all. Rogers was not sold
by his university to the 13½ inch
statue. He simply earned it with
hard-nosed, spectacular football.

The publicity over the Dec: 1st
announcement was kept so low
key, in fact, that New Jersey's
largest paper (aside from the Indy, of course) failed to mention so
much as the athletes name on the
front sports page of their Dec. 2
issue.
Such hair raising articles as
Kevin Lougherty's job on the line,
Knick's drop second straight or
Houston-Navy in Garden State
Bowl, obviously held higher
priority over the deserved acclaim
of the newest Heisman recipient.
Why is this so?

.

Could it possibly be that Rogers
was not one of the top pre-season
favorites as Art Schlichter (Ohio
State), Mark Hermann (Perdue),
or Jarvis Redwine (Nebraska)
were?
It could .
Could it be that the .University
of South Carolina did not present
the country with a chock-fu ll of
hype, like such schools as U':-5.C. ,
Ohio State, Oklahoma, Texas and
Alabama do?
It could be that.
Could it be that the name
George Rogers is not the

.

Friends wish you.luck .
on a big exam. Gooil &iends stick
around to see how you did.

lney say they were just
hanging·around killing time and
by the way, "How did you do? "
You tell them a celebratioH is in
or.der and that you're buying the
beer. "Look," one of them says,
.. If you did that well, buy us
something special." Tonight, let
it be lewenbrau.
.
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household name that Charles
Wh ite, Billy Simms, Earl Cambell,
Tony Dorsett or Archie Griffith
were?
Hmmm, could be.
Or cou ld it, by some meager,
desolate chance that this superb
football player was, in fact, a
black running back from a basically unnoticed southern school?
Well, it could be that too.
Before you answer one, or all of
the above, let's just take a look at
the achievements of. this young
man .
In 1979 he rushed for 1,681
yards, which was second only to
Charles White. This past season
he led the country in ru shing with
nearly 1800 yards, including pro:
fitable games against such
renowned powerhouses as
Michigan, U.S.C. and number
one Georgia.
Along with that, the man has ·
led his club to two consecutive
8-3 campaigns, which is quite
outstanding, considering that S.
Carolina' s history will probably
never make the "Who' s Who" in
college football list.
1
Rogers was not, of course, the
lone-star in the college ranks as a
variety of players enjoyed
marvelous seasons, and they
should be duly applauded. Also a
short reason why they may not
have gotten the Heisman Award .
Hubert Green of Pittsburgh is
undeniably the finest defensive
player in the country. The three
time All-American anchored the
number one defensive squad in
the nation to a 10-1 showing and
an umber four ranking in the major polls. His biggest, and only
problem was the fact that he did
not run , catch or throw the ball.
He simply devoured anyone else .
who did.
, Mark Herrman , th e much
heralded quarterback of the Perdue Boilermakers ended his gloryfilled ca reer as college histories
best passer. His chances were
hindered tremendously though,
as he threw too many interception s and his team lost several
vital games th is fall.
Kean Easley of U.C.L.A. has, for
the past few seasons, been probably the best defensive back in
the · ga me. Like Green , hi s
chances were virtually nullified
for the simple repson .that he was
also a defensive player. A sure nono in the voting for the Heisman .
Herschel Walker, the surprise
of the 1980 season, had a spectacular frosh season for the
George Bulldogs. Let' s hope that
the I.M. Hipp syndrome does not
attack thi s man's future.
Art Schlichter; maybe n~xt yea r
pal.
There were other standouts,
too, in this topsy-turvy type
gridiron season. Sucha s Jarvis
Redwin e (Nebraska), M arcus
Allen (U.S.C.) , J.C. Wat ts
(Oklahoma) , Bob Krebel (Notre
Dame) and Neil Lomax (Portland
State - who?)
The majority of these players
will either be back again next year
or will be selected very high in the
pro-draft.
But, like it or not, none of them
received a call ten days ago from
"The Athletic Club" .
That cherished call was made to
one, George Rogers who earned
his award in a most unique way.
By playing honest, agressive college football.
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Flag Footba~l Highlights

creation Round

by Donamarie Nicastro
The game went into 4 play overFlag Football season ended last time with the team collecting the
week with an aggressive victory
most yardage declared winner.
for the Fraternity Brothers of Sigma Theta Chi once again came
Sigma Theta Chi.
out on top.
Chi went into the playoffs with
Chi came face to face with Tau
only one defeat to their long-ti me one more time. This one was for
rivals, Sigma Beta Tau.
the championship.
during the tournament read next
INTRAMURAL SPORTS
In their first playoff game, they ' Sigma Beta Tau registered on
week's Recreation Roundup.
faced the Independent. The Indy the boards first when Bob Litterer
Co-Rec Volleyball
INFORMAL RECREATION
scored
its first points of the season
hit George Tarrentino with an 80
On December 1 and 3 the Coon a 50 yard pass from Pat Hogan
yard strike. The P.A.T. went to
Rec Volleyball Playoffs were held
The recreational facilities of the
to Russ Wycoff.
Lineman Mike Coughler and the
in the D' Angola Gymnasium . Ten
college will close for the·
Popular Mike Rosamilia was score was Tau 7-0.
teams (five from the southern diviChristmas Holidays at 11 :00 p.m .
responsible for Chi 's only score of
A Litterer pass was picked up by
by Steve Sampson
sion and 5 from the northern divion Thursday, December 18. The
the half with a 75 yard run .
Tom Szabo and returned to the
O's Army used effective teamsion) participated in the single
facilities will reopen on Monday, work to earn themselves the title
Jim Mayhan started the second
Tau 30 yard line. Chi used
elimination playoffs. O's Army
half with a steady drive that ended
Rosamilia and Woelppler to imof Intramural Co-Rec Volleyball
emerged as the Intramural Co-Rec January 5 at 12 noon.
with
a
five
yard
plunge.
prove
their field position by 15
Champion.
Playing
against
the
Volleyball Champions. For comThe Tommy Contaldi to Joe yards'. Mark Morello used an end
previously undefeated B-52's, The
During the Mid-Year Semester
plete details of the playoff action
Army regrouped its forces to edge · Villa drive brought the line of reverse to scamper into the end
, read the acE:ompanying article on Uanuary 5-January 23) the colscrimmage to the Independent 20 zone untouched with powerful
out their opponents in the third
lege's recreational facilities will be
this page.
yard line. Jim Mayhan completed
blocks by Pete "Pesh" Caggiano
and final game.
open Monday through Friday,
Turkey Trot
the drive with his second score of and Lou Lattore . On the P.A.T.
The B-52' s (12-0) and O's Army
12:00 to 3:00 p.m. Please be adFor the second consecutive
the day outrunning everyone Contaldi pitched out to Woelp(10-2) were two of the top seeded
vised that a valid Kean College
year John Britton, Jr. captured the
I. D. card is required for admit- teams in the tournament. In the around right end. Final score Chi pler who started right and threw
title in the Men's Division of the
19, Indy 8. John O'Reilly was to Morello for a 14-7 lead.
opening games the B-52's faced
tance to all recreational facilities.
Intramural Turkey Trot. Lisa
nominated Quarterback of the
Tau then ran an old play for 30
the Sixth Floor Bombers, and the
Trecartin finished first in the
Day by the Independent.
yards and was positioned for exArmy went up against the
Women's Division with a time of Ski Club
Honorable Mention: Bryan Davis,
cellent scoring. Litterer then passundefeated V.A. The B-52's had
On Sunday, December 14 the
6:04 minutes. The race, which
Gino Abbate.
ed two yards to Mike Coughler to
no problem getting to th~ finals,
Ski Club will be making its first
was run over a 1.1 mile course
Chi's next battle was with the
bring thenm one point away from
defeating the Bombers (15-3,
trip of the ski season to Hunter
through the Kean College ca_m15-8) in straight sets. The Army Jersey All-Stars which ended in a a tie.
pus, had both student and . Mountain . The bus will depart
Tau, propositioned with the ophad a much harder time winning _ 0-0 tie. This game was scoreless
from the Kean College Gymfaculty~staff members as paryet quite exciting.
portunity to tie, fell incomplete
two out of three matches (15-13,
nasium at 6:00 a.m. and return at
ticipants. The Men' s Division was
A 50 yard touchdown reception when Litterer used a quick dum6, 15 and 15-11 ). This set the stage
8:00
p.m. If you are interested in
closely contested with Jerry
by Tony Phillips was no good
poff pass to a lineman, 14-13 final
for a great final match-up.
signing up for this trip, the ski
Livesay finishing in second place,
because of a penalty and Joe score.
The final match was possibly
table in the college center will be
only 10 seconds behind Britton.
Villa's interception return to the
Si nee re congratulations to all
. the most exciting match of the
manned by Ron Donohue, the Ski
Reginald Burton followed across
one yard line was blown due to the Brothers of Sigma Theta Chi
season. O's Army came right out
Club advisor, on Thursday,
the finish line six seconds later, for
poor execution of the Chi offense.
for their glorious victory.
showing to be the dominant
December 11 from 11 :00 to 1:00
a final time of 5:28 minut_gs. Last
team . As O's Army extended their
p.m. If you have any questions
year's women's champion, Mary
There
be a mandatory meeting for all
lead, the B-52's kept their comabout the trip, please call the
Doherty, finished a full minute
posure and rallied to tie the game
Department of Intramural-Recreawriters and anybody who would like to
behind the extremely quick pace
at 12-12. A quick surge by The Artional Sports at ext. 2229.
set by Trecartin. Mary was followmy put them ahead one game to
write next semester on Tuesday,
ed by Eileen Monchek who finishnone by a score of 15-12.
ed in third place with a time of
Women's Slimnastics Club
December 16 at 1 :40 (College Hour) 1n
The B-52's, not to be out done,
7:20 minutes.
The final session of the came right ·out in the second
the Indy, CC-119.
Women's Slimnastics Club for the game and tied the match at one
Fall
1980
semester
will
be
held
togame
apiece.
Taking
good
advanEach division winner, John Brittage when they served, the B-52's
ton and Lisa Trecartin, received a day, December 11 at 12:15 p.m.
in CSW-118. The Women's Slim- . ran off 10 straight points before
20 pound turkey courtesy of the
Department of Intramural-Recrea- nasties Club, as will be the case The Army got to serve. They easily
tional Sports. These individuals with all clubs in operation during put the Army under with a 15-5
also received the traditional In- the Fall 1980 semester, will be re- decision to set up the third and
final game.
tramural Champion T-shirts and established in the Spring 1981
This game was extremely close
award certificates. The Depart- semester.
from start to finish. The gap betment of Intramural-Recreational
ween the two teams never rose
Sports would like to congratulate
New Clubs For Spring '81
all those who participated in this
Several new clubs will probably higher than three points. The Aryear's Intramural Turkey Trot.
be established during the Spring my rallied at the right moment.
1981 semester. Among these After a 10 minute period with no
clubs
will be Karate, Powerlifting, points being scored, O's Army put
One-on-One Basketball
Scuba and Water Ballet. Details on the pressure . With the score
On Tuesday, December 9 the
regarding the establishment of being 13-10 in favor of the B-52' s,
Intramural One-on-One Basketthese, and other, clubs will be The Army - rallied with five
ball Tournament was held in the
made available at the start of the unanswered points to collect the
D' Angola Gymnasium. All parSpring 1981 semester. If you have championship.
ticipants met at 1:40 p.m. in room
Members of O's Army include:
any ideas for a new Sports Club,
D-1.25 for a brief organizational
please contact the Department of Sue Perez, Rich Brierley, Sandy
meeting, which was followed by
Intramural-Recreational Sports Pititone, Eileen Mongon, Louis
the actual tournament. For comDeServio, Kathy Weidner, Charlie
(D-114, D' Angola Gymnasium).
plete details of what transpired
Smith, Peter Stgiegner, Dave
Leed,, Buck Sampson, Stewart
Erhardt, Karen Scala, Nancy
Photo by Donamarie Nicastro
Rosario .
Men's Intramural Flag Football Champs, Sigma Theta CHI.
I would like to thank all the
teams who participated in the
league this year. Having to officiate your own games can be
tough. Your honesty and sportsmanship is appreciated.
Also great thanks to Steve
Cohen's gym supervisors who
took charge in the setti ng up of
the courts. Good Job.

O's Army Captures
Volleyball Title

will

Sunday Mass
On Campus
Every Sunday
12:00 Noon
Browsing Room
,( Bookstore Bldg.)
Photo by Donamarie Nicastro

John Britton Jr. winner of the Men's Division of the Turkey Trot.

Intramural Flag Football Women's Champions, The Rookies.
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The Fate Of O'Reilly
by Bryan
by

on the day were incredible ... Anfelt that the road to victory would
The gridmen of Kean Coll ege
be everything but easy. The next dy Hoffman Player of the Week ...
finished up ;!!lother year of footweek would open up the .1980 Game seven . . . here comes the
ball and closed out the season 4-5
season against St. Johns and this is tough teams .. . Squires travel to
(5-5 including _Wagner forfiet) .
how things went from game one Salisbury St. Maryland ... overnight trip ... Ron Smith (CanThe year was marked by a new
to ten , in special Squire tip format
coach, freshman mistakes, offen. . . practice weeks starts for big dyman) gets off daring people
twice his size to come his way ...
sive spurts, and a tough defense. opener .... captain carries equipDefense gets off ... Muds hark apMany things were learned by the
ment to field all week ... pressu re
young Squire squad though the
put on defense to start getting pears again ... Slips and slides cost
direction of new coach James
tough ... Game begins .. . Squires . Squires the game ... Gvlls win
13-7 ... Squirette blows lunch o n
,Hazlett. A new seriousness about
take early lead and co;;ist 24-1 3 ...
the game was reali zed as the inJody Banks and Joe Hash have big bus ride up ... Nobody owns up to
tensity built throughout the
days on " D" ... fruitless win to a it .. . come on girls, who did it? ...
Letter commending the Squires
season.
lesser team ... Game tw0 ... Justin
As pre-season camp started the
Frank appears on the scene ... behavior at_motel is sent to coach
Hazlett .. . Game eight ... Offense
coaches were introduced to the
Squires are cocky and game 'is not
and defense play well in 10-8 loss
players not knowing who could
taken seriously ... Ramapo seeks
.. . Mike Bollin makes first catch
do what, or where to start. Like
revenge ... Tony Ohar leads
and fina[ly gets his name in the
always with a new coaching staff defense in first half 0-0 deadlock
paper ... offensive live plays tough
the start was from the beginning,
... offense has its troubles .. .
Leroy' s famous punch ...
starting all over again after last
Squires fall in second half 17-0 .. .
sooooo close but .. . Coach Gary
. year' s _disappointing outcome.
Tony Ohar leaves squad because
Reiter' s famous quote concerning
Coach Hazlett wasn ' t blessed
of injury ... E.C.A.C. Ohar gets seHitchcock ... penalties make you
with the size and numbers of last cond straight player of the week
lose .. . Game nine ... Squires
year' s squad, however, he got the
award and never returns ... Mrs.
travel to Trenton to face conbest out of what he had .
Buchanan StiJ.rtS feeding the team
ference champs .. . Defense rankCamp was highlighted by
every Tues. ... Game three .. .
ed #4 in the nation against the
gourmet meals and frequent visits
New seriousness about the game
Rush ... Mike Askew ranked #1 in
to the can . This year' s food
is adopted ... Montclair comes to
the ' nation in kickoff and punt
followed th e tradition of years Kean ... 7-0 first quarter score ...
returns ·.. . nobody' s even close to
gone by as many players visited
upset in the making? ... pass inhim ... Defense gets down and
health servi ces . Also, like always,
terference penalties cost Squires
tees off in 28-12 loss .. . too many.
the heat-was intense. It seems as if an upset ... Team fall s 28-.13 ... Jim
fumbles lose games .. : Trenton
it gets hotter every yea r just as Buchanan named N .J. Player of
camp is about to open. More in- the Week . .. team learns by
coach Eric Hamilton labels ·
c redibl e than th e heat was this
mistakes ... Game four .. . Squires Squires as the toughest team ' in
the conference ... Toughguys Ken
year's equipment managers attire down from loss ... Madmen seek
during camp. " Stormin" Norman
Murphy, Bob Conte and Buck
revenge ... Friday night football at
Marcocc i continually wore flanWilliam Paterson .. . WPC takes Buchanan 'control lint Jf, scrimmage ... Trenton gets a total of 10
nel sh irts, j ean s, cowboy hat and
early lead .. . Squires get tough ...
yards rushing ... Lockhart to
boots, and sunglasses (day or . Mike Askew trips ... scores winnPulhalski proves to be th e
night) throughout th e 100° heat.
ing TD 20-13 ... Squire offensive
deciding factor .. . E.J . Warren sur" Haaaayyy Bigguyy" , you' re invictory .. . Muds hark present at
credible.
prises people w ith his fine efforts,
game ... " Maybry, how'd you git
Other things to remember
receives Player of the Week ...
inta college anyway ... Game five
Game ten . . . Wagner up for
about camp were Kenny Gaines
. . . Brooklyn comes to Kean ...
NCCA bid . . . fun practice .. .
and his many boxing matches
Mike Askew starts quest for #1
(0-4) , no rookies night, Coach
scrimmage is set up ... .offensive
rankings .
Klauser' s 5 second water breaks,
"Snake" gets off .. . Team does
backs scrimmage defensive backs
Lebanon Vally and Buchanan
.. . offensive line scrimmages
not play well ... Team rolls despite
stinks, captain misses bus, Wayne
linebackers and defensive line .. .
effort, 44-13 .. . Game six ...
Braxton' s driving to scrimage, and
both defensive squads get off .. .
Squires go to Roosevelt Stadium
these famous quotes; " I' m scare" ,
Defense records first shutouts of
....worst field all year ... Eustler to
" Jeez oh man", " Dagnabbit" ,
the year .. . Defensive bakes win
Dickerson ca n't be stopped ...
and many assorted others.' At
14-0 .. . Led by touchdowns by
Mike Askew 111amed NJ Pl ayer of
the end of the pre-season the
Conte Murphy(2) and _Buchanan
the Week as well as E.C.A.C.
coaches knew ·who was who. and
the LBs and· Defensive line win
Player of the Week ... Mike' s stats
28-0 ... Happy Birthday Smitty &
Buck ... Jeff Mayes " Discochef"
· ... Wagner gets bid, game cancellThurs. , Dec. 18 3:30 in the Gym
ed .. . Justin Frank exit stage right
... Box Conte just ridin that " P" .. .
,
For All Players and Future Players
"Spam" Jones will never be
Presents and 1~'f\O Plaques IF All
forgotten . . . ~enny " Kick" Pace
... 604 Bartlett ... Hershel Walker
Lacross Gear Is In.
almost came to Kean ... Bros. of
K'.C. ... Mark Hicks inspires penname .. . John Rei lly, Mr 8, C.Erb;
'
fans of the year ... Quote of the _
year; "Quit Jaggin around" ... Lee
For The 1981 Kean College Football ·Team
'Craz' Walden, our #1 D .J....
Please Report to the Weight Room
Salerno's cartoon ... Justin Frank,
.I
John Galager, " Stormin" Normin;
of the Campus School West
women beaters . . . Wanted by
on Monday, Dec. 15, 1980 at 3;30 P.M.
K.C.P . ... Berriie beats Stagg .. .
,
Hitter of the year; Kevin Miko .. .
Ned- " Wide Load" Kemph ' s
locker .. . "Manchild" Hem pshaw
.. . never quitting ... the END .
I
Otis Kil/backer

LACROSSE CHRISTMAS PARTY

ego trip who don' t belong on the
same field with us. "
Assistant Sports Editor Dave
Dragonette took a little more
realistic view when he said "It'll
be a damn good game. I' ve
played with women before and
they're good if the rules are
followed." Sports Coordinator Joe
Pietanza took this view of the con- ·
test. " The game is going to be
very sloppy, on the women's side.
I really don't want to play but I am
and I don' t know why especially
since I have to get up at 8 o' clock
(game time is 9 a.m .).
Why do the Assassins (the girls
call .themselves that ·because they
will assassinate O ' Reilly) think
they can beat the men although
the guys have more strength.
" Because states Garrison " We
will have skill , not strength ." Warren added that they have more
" unity determination and we really want it."
The keys to the game, as I see
them , is that the women must
keep the defense from sacking
their quarterback while mustering
a rush themselves. The key for the
men is to leave th eir overconfidence at home.

Davis

This semester we tried to cover
every sport here at Kean. Next
Sunday there will be a football
game that is not your normal
game.
The guys of the Independent
led by captain and news editor
John O'Reilly wil l play the gi rl s of
the Indy with their co-captains
news writer Laura Warren and .
photographe r Mary-Ellen Garrison .
The gqme started last week as
the guys were reminiscing about
their flag football season when someone made a comment about
women playing football. Then
O 'Reilly in all his infinite wisdom
said that women couldn ' t be- on
the same field as men, and the
game was on .
Co-captain Warren said of the
reast>n for the game. " For once
and for all we' ll show that women
are not second class citizens in ,
college ." _
She expanded that point further
by saying John O'Reilly is the
worst offender. He is constantly
putting down women . If we win
everyone is invited to come and
see him (O' Reilly) wear an
apron ."
"The game shou·ld be a · good
one considering the condition of
th e quarterback (O' Reilly)," whil e
an intense Warren said " I don 't
expect it to be easy, th e men
should take it seriously." ' But are
they? Well , here' s what O ' Reilly
had to say. " Neither me or any of
my teammates refuse to take tbis
game seriously, we' re just playing
a bunc h of foolish women on an

Some predictions : Warren said
th e women will win 10-9 (first
team to get 10 touchdowns wins).
Dragonette says it' ll be 10-0 or
10-1 if the men are generous, and
of course O ' Reill y says the
women, I mean men will win
10-0.
.
My prediction , well all I'll say is
that the first offensive play for the
men will be very interestin_g.

SPORTSby TRIVfA
Compiled

Spo rls Staff

Match the name of the player on the right to the sport on the
left.
1. Bart Conner
. A. Track
2. Tom Sneva
B. Diving
3. Kevin Keegan
C. Skier
4. Diana Nyad
D. Football
5. Micki King Hoague
E. Soccer
6. Kyle Rote Sr.
F. Football
7. Spider Savage
G. Power Lifting
8. Spider Lockhart
H . Swimming
9. Jan Todd
I. Gymnastics
10. Andy Roberstelli
J. Marathon Swimming
11 . John Naber
K. Race Car Drivi ng
12. John Carlos
L. Football
ANSWERS

ALL CANDIDATES

FALL SPORTS BANQUE.~

There will be a Fall Sports BEnquet
Wednesday, Dec. 14 at ~:00
at the Town and Campus (Union).,
For more information call Athletic Office at 527-2435.

-

1

Ice Hockey Players

WANTED
For Kean College Express Hockey Team
See Coach Tom · O ' Donnell at Hotline Office or Call
289-2190. If interested see Coach O'Donnell before
December 16, 1980. ~

Department of
Intramural Recreational Sports
Division of Intramural Sports

· NOTICE!!
The Department of Intramural
Recreational Sports has arranged
for Kean College to submit a team
to be entered in a· statewide

FLOOR HOCKEY
TOU RNAM-= NT
The tournament will be held at
·
Ramapo College
Tryouts for all those interested in
participating in this tournament
will be held on Thursday ,
December ] 1 at 9:00 p.m. in the
D'Angola Gymnasium.

You may bring your own sticks
(plastic 'only).

-✓

•Bausch & Lomb Or AmSoft

SOFT
CONTACT
LENSES
Initial Pair of
Advertised

$

39

SOFT
LENSES

$3900
Professional Services
Eye Exa mination ,

A Pair
TOTAL

$60 $99

Fitting, Instruction
Cold Ca re Kit, Follow Up Ca re

Complete

2 HOUR SOFT LENS SERVICE
AVAILABLE IN MOST CASES

~11

~FREE SOFT-LENS TRY-ON

No, rn,, oo obliga"oo

. lens try-on with thi s ad. Call
for spec ial appo intm ent
tim es.

,---30-0AY TRIAL PERIODon Soft Lenses. IT dissati siiPd, return them for a $39
r<>fund on th e Soft Lens
charge.

Fo r Further Information And Appointment Call
Th e Office Nearest You :
J.W . lcl1 n,in 0 .0 .. Om•<

t or

UNION VISION CENTER

686-3937

2204 Morris Ave ., Union
WOODBRIDGE VISION CENTER

1 Woodbridge Center Mack Offict> Bldg.
(Behind Orbach's)

636-7444

TOMS RIVER VISION CENTER

240-2021

30 Main St. (Exit 81 , G.S.P.)
LINCROFT VISION CENTER
654 Newman-Springs Rd . (Exit 109, G.S.P.)

BARNEGAT
BLOOMFIELD
FREEHOLD
JERSEY CITY

(181)113-1104
193-0212
m-4141
332-7118

-

•

ORANGE

MADISON
N. BRUNSWICK
PT.PLEASANT
SDMERWILLE

325-141&

842-6600

'l!t'

IIH111
241-4111
451•1H5
231-1111
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Maritime Bomb Express 9-4
by Anna Church

mild boost. The Express left the
ice with their heads hanging in
shame as they were defeated by
Maritime, 9-4.
The Express played short-handed for a total of 20 minutes, ·
having received ten penalties in
the game. The penalties were no
help to the ailing defense, who
could not keep the puck away
from, the Squire net. Kean
goaltender, Nyitray, played a fantastic two periods, dispite an inKean came out looking stro~g , jury to his eye that impaired his vision . Nyitray halted 43 potential
in the first period, scoring the first
goals and took quite a bit of
two goals. Kean took the early
abuse, courtesy of Maritime.
lead, 10:27, on a controversial
Sophomore goalie, Paul Adam,
goal which was assisted on by
File Pho to
stopped 16 Maritime shots and
John Calise. Greg Burgoyne
A
ECAC
Player
of
the
Week,
Dan
took his share of abuse.
scored next for th$ Express with
•
Celiano.
4:27 left in the period, the assi st
Maritime goalie, Greg Palm ,
. again went to Calise. The Express
stopped 20 Kean shots, dispite his ·
now had a 2-0 lead, but not for
lathargic goaltending. Had the Exlong.
press been able to get off more
In the last two minutes of play, shots, the game could have been
Maritime Icemen managed to get much closer. The only weakness
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Soccer Season Revisited
by Bryan Davis
The Squire Soccer team had a
very successful 1980 season. Led
by coach Tony Orchimenko the
booters to the quarterfinals of the
N.C.A.A. tournament and a 12-4
record.
The season started promising as
they came from behind to defeaL
Brockport (N.Y.) 6-5.
Al Checchio led the charge with
a hat trick (three goals) Gerry
Gillikin played excellent goal
making 2 spectacular saves and
Rich Salmon who s~ored with less
then 3 minutes left to win the
game.
They hit a slump as they lost 2-1
1
decisions to Rutge~s-Camden and
Scranton. The only good news out
of these games was that Salmon
scored the only goal in both
games giving him 4 goals in 3
games.
They caught fire after that as
they won 9 in a row with 1 tie and
9 shutouts.
The game of the year occurred
against Glassboro State as both
teams played excellent soccer
and the battle for first place in the
New Jersey State College Conference ended in a 0-0 tie. Booters
played without the services of Al
Checchio and Rich Salmon due to
injuries. Checchio went down
due to a leg injury. Sa lmon was injured when he was punc hed in
the mouth by a Montclaif. State
player in an unprevoked attack.
According to Salmon the player
taunted him and told him he

would break his leg if he scored a
goal. The player punched Salmon
while the play was upfield. (Right
P-aul)
The Squires kept on rolling until
they met Glassboro in the playoff
for the championship at a very
windy Trenton State. Glassboro
rode the effects of wind aided
goals to win 2-0.
The booters then went on to the
N.C.A.A. playoffs where they
took on Averett (V.A.). Averett
jumped on top early and held on
to win 1-0. The Squires almost
tied the game but Rick Sear~
chwell' s penalty high hit to the
post and they couldn't put the ball
in the net.
The Squires may have ended
but the acclaim is starting to roll
in . Mark Hamulak goaltender
from Irvington and Rick Searchwell both were voted to
N.J.S.C.A.C. first team all Conference .
Sea-re h we 11 ,
a
sophomore, was picked for the
Znd straight year, while Hamulak
and Kean made history by being
the first team to go through the
regular season without giving up a
goal.
On the second team are Micky
Hunt and John Apostoloy, while
Joe Petrocelli, George Harris,
Dave Defino, Renato Bruno, Al
Checchio and Rich Salmon made
honorable mention.
The season, whil.e ending in
disappointment was still a success
and an o".1~n fo~~~y_~r's team.
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Cagers Take 1 Out Of 2
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At Jacobs Classics .
by Bryan Davis
The men had an up and down
week; th'ere up once and down.
twice-. They traveled up to New
Haven and the Hawks didn't treat
the Squires neighborly. They blew
them out 79-52, led by Leroy
Drexel's 21 points and 11 rebounds. Bob Knight added 17.
The Squires were led by Randy
Byrd's 16 and Brett Wal ker's 18.
The ' taller New Haven team
pou nded the Squi res o n the
boards o uterbounding th en by a
30-15 margin .
Th ey then took th ei r traveling
road show to St. M ichea ls fo r the
Dr ..Jacobs Tournament.
They opened up the Tourney
against ~t. M icheals and got
blown out. M ich~als were led by

Derrick Brown who scored 14
points including 10 in the first
half.
.
Micheals were.. trailing 30-2'5
midway through the first half
when they ran ' a string of 10
straight points to open up a 40-25
lead, then coasted from there, to
win 75-52.
They salvaged the wrec.k,
however, by winning the consolatio n game from University of
M assachusetts at Boston, 71-50.
Again the duo of W alker and Byrd
led th e team with 23 and 17
points respectively. Joe M ercer
led M ass. w ith 13 points.
The squad, now 3-1 takes on
• Glassboro State home at 8: 15 with
JV starting at 6:30. Come out and
catch the action of the last home
game of the semester.

